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ABSTRACT

In the past decade, Human Activity Recognition (HAR) has been an important part of the regular
day to day life of many people. Activity recognition has wide applications in the field of health care, remote
monitoring of elders, sports, biometric authentication, e-commerce and more. Each HAR application needs
a unique approach to provide solutions driven by the context of the problem. In this dissertation, we are
primarily discussing two application of HAR in different contexts. First, we design a novel approach for
in-home, fine-grained activity recognition using multimodal wearable sensors on multiple body positions,
along with very small Bluetooth beacons deployed in the environment. State-of-the-art in-home activity
recognition schemes with wearable devices are mostly capable of detecting coarse-grained activities (sitting,
standing, walking, or lying down), but cannot distinguish complex activities (sitting on the floor versus
on the sofa or bed). Such schemes are not effective for emerging critical healthcare applications – for
example, in remote monitoring of patients with Alzheimer's disease, Bulimia, or Anorexia – because they
require a more comprehensive, contextual, and fine-grained recognition of complex daily user activities.
Second, we introduced Watch-Dog – a self-harm activity recognition engine, which attempts to infer selfharming activities from sensing accelerometer data using wearable sensors worn on a subject's wrist. In
the United States, there are more than 35,000 reported suicides with approximately 1,800 of them being
psychiatric inpatients every year. Staff perform intermittent or continuous observations in order to prevent
such tragedies, but a study of 98 articles over time showed that 20% to 62% of suicides happened while
inpatients were on an observation schedule. Reducing the instances of suicides of inpatients is a problem of
critical importance to both patients and healthcare providers. Watch-dog uses supervised learning algorithm

vii

to model the system which can discriminate the harmful activities from non-harmful activities. The system is
not only very accurate but also energy efficient. Apart from these two HAR systems, we also demonstrated
the difference in activity pattern between elder and younger age group. For this experiment, we used 5
activities of daily living (ADL). Based on our findings we recommend that a context aware age-specific
HAR model would be a better solution than all age-mixed models. Additionally, we find that personalized
models for each individual elder person perform better classification than mixed models.

viii

CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION1
1.1

Motivation and Problem Statement
This research work addresses the importance of problem context while attempting human activity

recognition using wearable devices. Especially when two activities are very similar but have vital context
difference. For example, activities like lying down on bed in bedroom and lying down to floor in kitchen
look very similar if we focus just on activities. But clearly both activities have huge contextual difference.
At one side, lying down on bed in bedroom is a normal activity but on other side lying down on floor in
kitchen looks more like a fallen or fainted subject case which require immediate attention. Therefore, to
discriminate these types of similar looking activities we require more information like environment and
location context. Human Activity Recognition (HAR) exhibits different set of challenges when the context
changes significantly. In this dissertation, we have discussed about context driven solutions in HAR. Each
problem needs to be analyzed within its underlying context. Once analyzing the context well, a most suitable
solution can be reached. In this work, we have discussed three different problems for activity recognition.
First, classifying the fine-grained similar looking activities using multimodal sensing. Second, classifying
self-harming activities using accelerometer for inpatients at hospital settings. Third, demonstrating that elder
age people perform activities of daily living (ADL) significantly different than younger people; therefore
their activity recognition model should be personalized and age-specific.
1

Portions of this chapter were reprinted from IEEE journal of biomedical and health informatics, Vol:PP, Issue:99, Bharti,
Pratool; Panwar, Anurag; Gopalakrishna, Ganesh & Chellappan, Sriram , Watch-dog: detecting self-harming activities from wrist
worn accelerometers, Copyright (2017), with permission from IEEE
Permission is included in Appendix A.
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In Chapter 3, we have designed a HAR model, HuMAn, which has the capability to discriminate
very fine-grained ADL activities which are similar in nature but have vital context difference. The HuMAn
system is trained to classify 21 complex and atomic activities which directly or indirectly address to some
of the compelling healthcare problems like wandering problem of people suffering from Alzheimer, prolong
sitting problem of Hemorrhoids, irregular eating habits of Bulimia and Anorexia etc. To model this system
we have used environmental information as well as location context apart from regular accelerometer and
gyroscope data. We leveraged 4 smartphone devices to put at different parts of body to capture complete
context of body movement while performing any activity. A modified conditional random field (CRF) algorithm is used at each device to predict the activity from the sensor data collected from very same device.
Finally, once the decision from each device was collected, a final activity was selected based on the contextual preference of device position against the activities. Details on the architecture and approach are covered
in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we have designed a system to detect the self-harming activities attempted by
patients in hospital settings. The main challenge to design this system was to make it accurate as well as energy efficient such that it could continuously run on an energy and processing scarce wearable device 24 × 7
without compromising too much with accuracy. We developed a two-level classification system to predict
the activities by taking input of streaming sensor data from wearable tied on patient’s wrist. At the first-level
classification, a very light weight classifier classifies whether subject is active or dormant by checking the
energy of accelerometer signal. The second-level classification incorporates a more sophisticated classifier
that attempts fine-grained classification to predict the dynamic activities performed by subject if active state
is already predicted at first-level. Considering all regular activities performed by inpatients, most of them
are dormant in nature i.e., lying down, sitting, reading book etc. Therefore, system operates at first-level
classification where it detect active vs dormant state hence saves the energy while increasing the accuracy.
Detail about self-harming activities classification system is covered in Chapter 4.

2

In Chapter 5, we have discussed about our findings on difference between mixed-age and agespecific HAR models. There has been very few studies on mixed-age vs age-specific classification system.
Existing activity recognition algorithms are primarily an one-size-fits-all model. In our study, we showed
that how elder and younger people exhibit significant difference while performing same activities. Due to
the course of life, elder people develop many limitations on their physical activities. This limitations affect
not only the the way they perform the activity but its speed as well. Therefore, merging elder and younger
data together creates noise which makes classification more difficult. Essentially it makes more sense to
have their data separately to create a model based on age group. Even within the elder age group, different
people have different limitations which still develops some noise within the group. Hence for elder people
we show that personalized models for activity recognition would be a promising solution. It definitely helps
to achieve better accuracy.

1.2

Contributions
Contributions of this dissertation to the literature are described below.

1. We developed an activity recognition system, HuMAn, which significantly improves quality (in terms
of accuracy) as well as quantity (in terms of number) of activities detected with the help of combination of three factors: multi-modal sensing, context awareness from sensors placed at multiple body
positions, and location awareness using simple Bluetooth beacons. HuMAn system, can classify 21
complex human activities with high accuracy.
2. HuMAn system utilizes a specific combination of sensor suites to detect activities like body locomotion (via accelerometer and gyroscope), and refines the context of such activities by sensing user
ambient environment (via temperature, humidity sensors), relative altitude (via a barometric air pressure sensor) and bluetooth beacon to leverage location context.
3

3. We demonstrated how devices placed in different positions of human body (e.g., waist, back, leg, and
wrist) provide subtle but distinct signatures on activities by themselves. This, coupled with sensed
information from ambient environments, altitudes and beacon locations provide us with a superior set
of features for much more accurate detection of complex human activities.
4. In our Watch-Dog system, we utilize the Shimmer1 wearable sensing device, which is commercially
available, energy efficient, and widely used. It has an embedded accelerometer, a processing unit and
wireless transmission capabilities. The Shimmer device is unobtrusive, and can comfortably be worn
on the wrist like a watch. It is very similar to any modern fitness watch like Apple iWatch, Fitbit
etc but way more powerful than them and also easy to stream raw sensor data from watch to external
device in realtime.
5. In Watch-Dog system, we designed two novel algorithms. First algorithm for detecting the active
vs. dormant state of the subject from streaming accelerometer data. Second algorithm to select the
most appropriate final decision when there are multiple decisions available from different contexts
and devices.
6. We also highlighted the significant difference in behavior and activities pattern in very different age
group i.e. elder vs younger people. We showed these differences using various techniques in Chapter
5.

1.3

Thesis Statement
Only focusing on human activities without knowing anything or little about the environmental and

other surrounding context sometimes doesn’t provide any meaningful health information about the subject.
1

http://www.shimmersensing.com/

4

In this dissertation, we have highlighted the importance of context information in human activity recognition
(HAR). We have designed few novel algorithms for effective data fusion from multi-modal sensors and
extracting the vital informations which are critical in healthcare.

5

CHAPTER 2 : PRIOR WORK ON ACTIVITY RECOGNITION USING WEARABLE SENSORS 2
2.1

Introduction
In this chapter, we discuss about existing research done on HAR using wearable sensors. In survey

work [4], many important works have been described in this research direction. There are many categories
in which one can divide the HAR work to understand the spectrum. Few of them are works based on type
of sensors used, kind of features extracted, different body positions where wearables were worn, online/
offline data processing, energy consumption, machine learning algorithms, type of activities classified etc.
Here, we have discussed the prior works based on three different contexts. First, activity of daily living
classification using multimodal sensors at in-home settings. Second, classification of self-harming activities
performed by patients in hospital. Third, activity classification based on age group; specifically elder vs.
younger people.

2.2

Fine-grained ADL Recognition Using Multimodal Sensors
Early fundamental research, and a comprehensive survey of work in complex human activity recog-

nition are discussed in [5] and [6]. There are three main categories of works in the literature on activity
recognition: (i) only with wearable devices [7], [8], [9]; (ii) combining wearable devices and external static
infrastructure based systems [10]; and (iii) with non-wearable technologies, [11], [12], [13].
With only wearable devices, activity recognition can be achieved by learning from data sensed
by smartphones, wearable health tracker devices, smartwatches, near field communication (NFC) based
Portions of this chapter were reprinted from IEEE publications [1], [2] and [3]. Copyright © IEEE (2017), with permission
from IEEE. Permission is included in Appendix A.
2
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gadgets, augmented reality devices (e.g. Google Glass), etc. For example, the work proposed in [7] has used
smartphone based accelerometers and first-person view video camera for recognizing both locomotive and
stationary activities.
Then, there also exists body of literature that accomplishes activity recognition by combining data
sensed from wearable devices and additional static infrastructures. As an example, the work in [10] integrates data sensed from networked motion sensors (that also provides location contexts) with data generated
from smartphone sensors for classifying postural/ locomotive states of multiple inhabitants. Our preliminary work related to activity recognition is reported in [1]. Specifically, we fused multi-sensor data from
smartphones (as wearables) and Bluetooth beacons to classify 19 human activities. The feature selection
techniques were primitive in [1] leading to poorer accuracy of only 80% in activity classification for a single user. We improved upon this work by using superior feature extraction techniques, noise reduction,
and parameter optimization to significantly improve accuracy of activity classification. Additionally, more
thorough evaluations are done (e.g., cross-user 10-fold and leave-one-out cross-validation) considering the
complexity of activities identified here to validate the performance.
Finally, there also exists notable works in activity recognition with non-wearable devices. Using
a combination of motion detectors, break-beam sensors, pressure mats, and contact switches, the work in
[11] accomplishes motion tracking and limited activity recognition, such as sleeping. Then, there are works
where Microsoft kinect RGB, IR and 3D depth cameras have also been used for activity recognition [14],
[12], [15] and [13]. In [16] and [17], more sophisticated technologies like Active Sonar and in-home WiFi
signals are used for activity recognitions. However, these techniques are more expensive and require superior
processing capabilities. Similarly, approaches based on images and video can be privacy intrusive. It is to be
noted that all of the above works are limited in the number of activities they can recognize, when compared
to 19 activities recognized in this study. Table 2.1 provides a comprehensive comparison of related works.

7

2.3
2.3.1

Self-harming Activity Recognition
Activity Recognition in HealthCare
In [18] a system is developed to assist physicians to understand patient mobility without direct

observation. In this scheme, smartphone accelerometer data collected from patients was used to classify
activities like walking, sitting, standing, going upstairs and downstairs. In [19], accelerometer sensors
attached on a subject’s leg were leveraged to assist patients with Parkinson’s disease by detecting episodes
where the gait freezes. The system is also designed to send a rhythmic audio signal to stimulate the patient
to walk when a freeze happens. In [20], a comprehensive survey is provided on the impact of position of
accelerometer sensors on the body for activity classification for healthcare applications.
We did a preliminary work in detecting self-harming activities from wearable devices in [2]. In
[2], we attached smart-phones in both wrists for activity recognition via implementing a Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) based algorithm, from accelerometer data. This work achieved classification accuracy
of 80% using data acquired from 4 subjects performing a series of activities (both self-harming and not).
We advanced this work further in [3]. The system in [3] used Shimmer devices instead, which are much
more comfortable to wear like a watch (or an arm-band), and is hence much more practical. In [3], our
activity recognition framework includes modules for contrasting active/ dormant states of a subject (before
attempting fine-grained activity classification) for superior energy efficiency unlike our prior work in [2] that
consumed much more energy as a result of performing fine-grained activity classification throughout. We
also introduce the notion of continuity indices in [3] for superior accuracy via fusing multiple decisions from
either wrist. Finally, the evaluation approach in this study is much more comprehensive by considering three
strategies (i.e., same-user 10-fold cross-validation, cross-user 10-fold cross-validation and cross-user leaveone-out evaluation) compared to the work in [2], which was evaluated using only cross-user cross-validation
strategy. We also provides significant insights on practical applications of our proposed technologies.
8

2.4

Age-specific vs Mixed-age Activity Recognition Modeling
A careful reading of related work identifies that while there is a good balance of genders in data col-

lection for model development, there is a clear lack of age-specific models across either genders in existing
works. Models for activity recognition developed in works like [21], [22], [23], [24] and are attempted with
data from elders alone, while models in [25], [26], [27] are trained and tested with only younger adults. In
fact, we are aware of only one paper [28], where there was an attempt to study the efficacy of an age-specific
model and a mixed-age model for activity recognition. The authors empirically showed that using same
features and classification algorithm, model performs much better when training and testing data belongs
to similar age group. Accuracy decreases drastically when model gets trained on elder data but tested on
younger data and vice-versa. However their experimental setting was not very sophisticated. First, they kept
the smartphone in right side pocket of subject's trouser for collecting the data from sensors embedded in
device. This experimental setting may allow device to move freely when person performs any activity and
add noise unlike a smart watch tied on a wrist. Also it is not practical to keep the smartphone in pocket
all the time. Second, the data were heavily skewed. While elder age group has 37 subjects, younger group
had only 20. Third, only 4 features were extracted to model the data, 2 from accelerometer, 1 from each
gyroscope and barometer sensor. Our work in this paper is related to [28], but there are differences. In
our paper, we employ a wrist-worn device Shimmer1 for data collection, which is more realistic and practical today than using a smart-phone. It ties on wrist like a watch and comfortable to wear. The embedded
sensors in Shimmer are more sophisticated and has better range and sampling rate compare to smartphone
sensors. Secondly, we showed that mixed age group model is not an efficient solution. We highlighted the
difference between elder and younger age group data using 3 different methods. Thirdly, we also found that
personalized model at individual level for elder population would be a much better solution.
1

http://www.shimmersensing.com/
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On a related note, we point out that, we are specifically focusing on women subjects in our proposed
study in this section for two reasons. First, we want to retain focus for a single gender, and secondly,
and more importantly, many studies show that women are grossly under served in healthcare, and most
importantly in cardio-vascular care that is a leading cause of death. We believe that focusing on women will
give more clarify to our results, while also being more timely to enhance their care.

Table 2.1: Comparison of literature on activity classification. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
Activity classifica-

Wearable sensors in

Additional infras-

tion work

use

tructure in use

Gupta et. al. [29]

Belt-clip accelerome-

None

ter

Activities recognized

6 activities:

walking, jumping,

running, sit to-stand/stand-to-sit,
stand-to-kneel-to-stand, and being
stationary

Maurer et. al. [30]

Accelerometer, light,
temperature

None

sensor

sitting, standing, ascending, walk-

and microphone
Kao et. al. [31]

Accelerometer

6 activities: descending, running,

ing
None

7 activities: brushing teeth, hitting, knocking, working at a PC,
running, swinging, walking
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Table 2.1 : Continued
Parkka et. al. [32]

22 signals including
acceleration,
signs

(Body

None

vital

7 activities: lying, rowing, riding a
bike, standing still, running, walk-

Tem-

ing, and Nordic walking [33]

perature, Pulse Rate,
Respiration Rate) and
environmental

vari-

able (Light, Humidity,
Location)
Riboni et. al. [34]

Accelerometer, GPS

None

10 activities:

brushing teeth,

hiking up, hiking down, riding bicycle, jogging, standing
still, strolling, walking downstairs, walking upstairs, writing on
blackboard
Zhu et. al. [35]

Accelerometer, gyro-

None

11 activities:

standing, sitting,

scope, magnetometer,

sleeping,

sitting-to-standing,

temperature

standing-to-sitting, level walkingto stair walking, stair walkingto-level walking,

walking on

level, walking upstairs, Walking
downstairs, Running

11

Table 2.1 : Continued
Cheng et. al. [36]

Electrodes on neck,

None

chest, leg and wrist

11 activities: bread swallow, water
swallow, chew, nod, shake head,
look down, speak, look up, look
left, look right, look straight

Khan et. al. [37]

Accelerometer

None

15 similar activities:

standing,

sitting, lying, lie-stand, standlie, sit-lie, lie-sit, sit-stand, standsit, walk-stand, stand-walk, walking, walking-upstairs, walkingdownstairs, running
Zhan et. al. [7]

Smartphone

ac-

None

12 activities: walking, going up-

celerometer and video

stairs, going downstairs, drink-

cameras

ing, stand up, sit down, sitting,
reading, watching TV/monitor,
writing, switch water-tap, handwashing

12

Table 2.1 : Continued
Roy et. al. [10]

Smartphone

ac-

Ceiling

mounted

6 “low-level” postural or motion

celerometer

and

infrared

motion

activities: sitting, standing, walk-

gyroscope

sensors

ing, running, lying, climbing stairs
6 “high-level” semantic activities: cleaning, cooking, medication, sweeping, washing hands,
watering plants

Wilson et. al. [11]

None

Motion
tors,

detecbreak-beam

sensors,

room-level tracking and basic activities such as sleeping in bed

pressure

mats, and contact
switches
Gaglio et. al. [12]

None

Microsoft

Kinect

10 gestures: horizontal arm wave,

RGB and IR video

high arm wave, two hand wave,

camera

high throw, draw x, draw tick, forward kick, side kick, bend, clap
hands
8 actions: catch cap, toss study,
take umbrella, walk, phone call,
drink, sit down, stand up
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Table 2.1 : Continued
Yang et. al. [13]

None

3D video camera

16 daily activities: drink, eat, read
book, call cellphone, write, use
laptop, vacuum clean, cheer up,
sit still, toss study, play game, lie
down, walk, play guitar, stand up,
and sit down

Chen et. al. [17]

None

In-home Wi-Fi

6 activities: subject picks up from
the ground and stand up, sits down
on a chair, stands up from a
chair, lays down onto the mattress,
stands up after laying down, falls

Blumrosen et. al.

None

Active sonar

[16]

3 activities: standing, walking and
swinging arms
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Table 2.1 : Continued
Our

proposed

HuMAn system

Wearable

(body

Bluetooth beacon

21 fine-grained activity classes: (i)

multi-positional)

in

Locomotive (walk indoor, run in-

multi-modal sensors:

environment

accelerometer,

the

physical

door), (ii) Semantic (use refrig-

gy-

erator, clean utensil, cooking, sit

body

and eat, use bathroom sink, stand

locomotion); temper-

and talk), (iii) Transitional (in-

ature,

atmospheric

door to outdoor, outdoor to indoor,

humidity

walk upstairs, walk downstairs),

roscope

(for

pressure,
(for

ambient

en-

and (iv) Postural/ Stationary (just

GPS,

stand, lying on bed, sit on bed, ly-

message

ing on floor, sit on floor, lying on

reception (for location

sofa, sit on sofa, sit on commode,

context)

lean on wall)

vironment);
bluetooth
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CHAPTER 3 : COMPLEX ACTIVITY RECOGNITION WITH MULTI-MODAL
MULTI-POSITIONAL BODY SENSING 3

Current state-of-the-art systems in the literature using wearables are not capable of distinguishing
a large number of fine-grained and/or complex human activities, which may appear similar but with vital
differences in context, such as lying on floor vs. lying on bed vs. lying on sofa. This chapter of the dissertation attempts to fill this gap by proposing a novel system, called HuMAn, that recognizes and classifies
complex at-home activities of humans with wearable sensing. Specifically, HuMAn makes such classifications feasible by leveraging selective multi-modal sensor suites from wearable devices, and enhances the
richness of sensed information for activity classification by carefully leveraging placement of the wearable devices across multiple positions on the human body. The HuMAn system consists of the following
components: (a) practical feature set extraction from specifically selected multi-modal sensor suites; (b) a
novel two-level structured classification algorithm that improves accuracy by leveraging sensors in multiple
body positions; and (c) improved refinement in classification of complex activities with minimal external
infrastructure support (e.g.,only a few Bluetooth beacons used for location context). The proposed system
is evaluated with 10 users in real home environments. Experimental results demonstrate that the HuMAn
can detect a total of 21 complex at-home activities with high degree of accuracy. For same-user evaluation
strategy, the average activity classification accuracy is as high as 97% over all the 21 activities. For the case
of 10-fold cross-validation evaluation strategy, the average classification accuracy is 94%, and for the case
3
Portions of this chapter were reprinted from IEEE Internet Computing, De, Debraj; Bharti, Pratool; Das, Sajal K. & Chellappan, Sriram, Multimodal wearable sensing for fine-grained activity recognition in healthcare, 2015 Sep; Vol :19(5), pages:26-35,
Copyright © IEEE (2015), with permission from IEEE. Permission is included in Appendix A.
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of leave-one-out cross-validation strategy, the average classification accuracy is 76%. As we will see in later
sections, cross-validation leave-one-out is one of the toughest evaluation strategies and for this test also our
system is performing quite good accuracy.

3.1

Introduction
Daily activities of people are complex, and consist of one or more than one unit-level sub-activities

[5]. Automated recognition and classification of activity contexts of humans (ranging from simple activities
to more complex ones) is important for many applications, such as smart healthcare, quantified self [38],
monitoring elderly people in assisted living, designing smart homes and appliances, activity-aware media
content delivery, and so on [26] [39] [40]. Although a significant body of literature exists for activity context
recognition, some of them incur high infrastructure costs or direct privacy concerns, and above all, most of
the existing works are able to recognize mostly coarse-grained ADLs (Activities of Daily Living) and only
very few complex IADLs (Instrumental Activities of Daily Living) [41]. Such ADLs are typically basic
self-care skills that people usually learn during early childhood, such as sitting, standing, walking, watching TV, etc. But the IADLs are complex tasks needed for independent living (usually learnt later) such as
cooking, housekeeping, doing laundry, etc. In essence typical ADLs often include more physical or postural
activities, while IADLs include more complex activities requiring combination of physical and cognitive
efficiencies. Complex activity recognition of humans is challenging thus requires innovative research solutions. In this study, we design a novel system called HuMAn, which stands for Hybrid Multi-modal and body
multi-positional system for complex Activity recognition. The overall architecture of the HuMAn system is
illustrated in Figure 3.1. Details on the architecture are covered in later sections.
The feasibility of at-home complex activity recognition in the daily life of a human has tangible
applications to healthcare and well-being, in particular, managing Alzheimer’s disease, Hemorrhoids, and
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Figure 3.1: The HuMAn at-home ADL/IADL recognition system with multi-modal and body multipositional wearable sensing. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
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Bulimia/ Anorexia. We elaborate on this claim with a few examples here, but there are many more. When
affected by Alzheimer’s disease (most common form of dementia), patients often demonstrate forgetful
behavior that repeats, including wandering outdoors at odd hours, doing the same activity repeatedly, and
demonstrating an increasing propensity for falling down due to cognitive decline [42]. In case of patients
suffering from Hemorrhoids, they are advised to avoid long period of sitting, particularly in the toilet [43].
With Bulimia (eating too much) and Anorexia (eating too less), the frequencies and durations of eating
episodes are anomalous [44].
Upon discussions with healthcare experts in the above areas, we see a clear relevance and need
for our work. Caregivers will derive significant benefit if they are aware when Alzheimer patients wander
outdoors, or cook repeatedly, or even walk upstairs/ downstairs too often. Even if not in real-time, they are
certain that progression of the disease can be comprehended from detecting such activities. In the case of
Hemorrhoids, a simple feedback message can be given to a person sitting for too long in a toilet to get up.
Needless to say, understanding the frequencies of eating habits over time will provide improved temporal
understanding of eating disorders. We point out that current state-of-the-art work in ADL/ IADL recognition
are limited when it comes to detecting such complex activities, while our proposed HuMAn system can do
so with very good accuracy for real-world applications. This is the core novelty and potential impact of our
proposed work. Furthermore, our HuMAn system uses very light additional infrastructure, and has no direct
privacy concerns.

3.1.1

Contributions of this Study
Our HuMAn system significantly improves quality (in terms of accuracy) as well as quantity (in

terms of number) of activities detected, compared to existing works, due to a combination of three factors: multi-modal sensing on wearable platform, context awareness from sensors placed at multiple body
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positions, and location awareness using simple Bluetooth beacons to detect location context. Details of
contributions are described in later sections.

3.1.1.1

Multi-modal sensing
Existing work in the realm of utilizing smartphones/ wearable sensors for activity recognition pri-

marily utilizes only the accelerometer and gyroscope for activity sensing, and GPS for coarse grained location sensing. However, current generation smartphones and newer smart wearable devices are equipped
with more versatile sensing capabilities with multi-modal sensor arrays. For the purpose of this study, the
proposed HuMAn system utilizes a specific combination of these existing sensor suites to detect activities
like body locomotion (via accelerometer and gyroscope), and refines the context of such activities by sensing user ambient environment (via temperature, humidity sensors) and relative altitude (via a barometric air
pressure sensor). To the best of our knowledge, there exists very little work that uses multi-modal ambience
sensing for complex activity recognition. The work in [45] used atmospheric pressure sensing, but only
for differentiating whether the user is indoor or outdoor. The work in [32] utilizes humidity sensing (along
with other sensors like audio and bio-sensing), but mainly for detecting different outdoor sports and social
activities of users.

3.1.1.2

Context Awareness from Multiple Body Positions
The second novelty of the HuMAn system is the extraction of additional contextual information

from sensor suites by placing them on multiple positions on the human body. We demonstrate how devices
placed in different positions of human body (e.g., waist, back, leg, and wrist) provide subtle but distinct
signatures on activities by themselves. This, coupled with sensed information from ambient environments,
altitudes and beacon locations provide us with a superior set of features for much more accurate detection
of complex human activities. Note that there exist already a number of commercial products (e.g. ProeTEX
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[46]) on textile-based smart wearables that come integrated with embedded sensors at different positions
within the textile for sensing information from various locations in the human body. Other such wearables
include Lumo Back (on waist or lower back) [47], Lumo Lift (on back) [48], Nike+ (on legs or shoes) [49],
Fitbit (on wrist) [50] and Biostrap (on wrist and feet) [51]. Therefore, the contributions of this study are
feasible with today’s wearable technologies.

3.1.1.3

Bluetooth Beacon to Leverage Location Context
The indoor locations of a user (at room level granularity) are very useful to predict activities. For

example, a set of activities performed in a bathroom are very different from the ones performed in a kitchen.
For our study, we installed a few small and cheap Bluetooth beacons on walls across the home to get the
subject’s coarse location. Based on beacon id and RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator), we approximate the subject’s position in the home. Note that, although these location beacons may provide room level
granularity, the privacy concerns are far less than the use of video cameras.

3.1.1.4

Demonstrating the Classification of 21 Complex Activities
By conducting detailed experiments, we demonstrate that our HuMAn system, can classify 21 com-

plex human activities with high accuracy. These activities are listed in Table 3.5. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that 21 at-home activities are recognized via wearable devices, which is
significantly higher in comparison to 6 and 12 at-home activities in most existing works [36][37][7][35].
Furthermore, HuMAn system, does not need expensive infrastructures like networks of sensors or cameras,
which is an advantage of our work. The operation of HuMAn system consists of three phases: (1) initial
pre-computation with training data and feature selection, (2) complex activity classification at each device
and (3) integration of decisions from each device to compute final classification state. In the first phase,
the training dataset is used for feature extraction and then for training a model based on multi-scale CRF
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(Conditional Random Field) [52] machine learning algorithm. Note that the same training dataset is also
used for learning weights for each activity-device pair. These weights are essentially the precision (confidence) of a device at a specific body position while classifying a certain activity. The model and weights
are then used for activity classification on the test dataset. The second phase of complex activity classification at each device works as follows. Initially the feature set extraction is done with the help of multiple
sensor data sources from each wearable device, which in turn performs fine-grained activity classification
using the learned CRF model. In our system, each wearable device is placed at a specific position in the
body (e.g., waist, lower back, thigh, and wrist) to get the contextual advantage of its placement. To utilize
the processing power of each device and balancing the load, each device predicts an activity independently.
In the third and final phase classified activity from each wearable is contextually integrated to predict one
final activity. We evaluated the HuMAn system in real home settings with 10 users, where for each user
smartphones were placed on their waist, lower back, thigh and wrist. Experimental results revealed that our
system could detected 21 complex at-home activities with high accuracy. For same-user evaluations, the
average activity classification accuracy is as high as 97% over all the 21 activities. For the case of cross-user
evaluations, the average classification accuracy is 94%, and 76%, respectively, for 10-fold cross-validation
and leave-one-out cross-validation evaluation1 .
The rest of the study is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents overview of the HuMAn system. The individual components of HuMAn are presented in details in Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. Detailed
experimental evaluation and validation are reported in Section 3.6.
1

Preliminary results of this work were published in [1] and [53].
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3.2

HuMAn: Complex Activity Recognition
This section describes the complex activity classification system, called HuMAn. Figures 3.2 and

3.3 highlight the rationale behind our proposed system. Figure 3.2 demonstrates how a multi-sensor wearable worn just on the wrist has the potential to provide fine grained signatures for activity detection ranging
from stationary activities (e.g., sitting and standing) to activities like walking upstairs or downstairs, as well
as more complex activities (e.q., cooking or cleaning utensils). The sensing information comes from multiple sensor modalities including accelerometer, gyroscope, atmospheric pressure, temperature and humidity
sensors. In Figure 3.3, we observe the subtle yet distinct signatures in variations of atmospheric pressure
sensor data from a multi-sensor wearable worn on the thigh, for different complex indoor activities. In both
cases illustrated, a smartphone is used as the data collection platform, but the same rationale holds true for
any other multi-sensor wearable platform. If these subtle signatures can be combined with a) multi-modal
information from other sensors placed on different body positions and b) location context information from
miniature Bluetooth beacons, then it must be possible to achieve significantly higher accuracies in detecting
complex activities. This is the principal rationale and motivation behind the proposed HuMAn system in this
study.

3.2.1

System Overview
As illustrated in Figure 3.4, HuMAn consists of three phases:

1. Data pre-processing followed by feature extraction on each of the sensor datastreams (executed separately on each wearable’s data at multiple body positions).
2. Multi-scale Conditional Random Field (CRF) classification followed by weight-based probabilistic
decision state selection (executed separately on each wearable’s data stream).
3. Final user activity state classification by integrating individual decisions from each of the wearables.
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Figure 3.2: Motivation behind utilizing multi-modal sensor data in the proposed HuMAn complex activity
classifier. The figure shows variation of raw sensor data (accelerometer, gyroscope, air pressure, temperature, humidity) from the wearable worn on wrist during sequence of different activity. Copyright © (2017)
IEEE.
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Figure 3.3: Plot of barometric air pressure sensor data vs. time. Showing the subtle variation of atmospheric
pressure (from the wearable worn on thigh) during different activities inside home environment on the
ground floor. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.

Figure 3.4: Overview of HuMAn: complex activity classifier system. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
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All sensor data across different modalities are individually pre-processed and fed to the feature
extraction algorithm. These extracted features are used as input to the multi-scale CRF classifier [52]. But
instead of using a deterministic decision about activity states, our classifier employs a novel weight-based
probabilistic activity state selection approach. This selection is done from the set of top K classified activities
and their emission/ output probabilities. Finally, the classifier decisions from the individual wearable devices
at different body positions are integrated into a final activity state using a multi-positional selection approach.
This last phase of decision selection in the HuMAn system is flexible, based on the number of wearable
devices worn by the user on various body positions. This phase intelligently exploits the soft decisions
from each device towards making an integrated final decision on the activity. Taking into consideration the
complexity of integrating multi-modal sensor data from multiple body positions for decision making, our
proposed system is designed for each device to make independent soft decisions that are then integrated (as
discussed later in the study) for deciding on the final activity. This approach also leverages the processing
power in each device. However, adapting this design to decide the final activity from directly processing
multi-modal and multi-positional wearable sensor data without loss of accuracy or energy efficiency, and
overcoming data streaming/ integration challenges are also possible, which is part of our future work.

3.2.2

Two-Layer Classification Algorithm in HuMAn
The workflow of the HuMAn system is formally presented in Algorithm 1. As shown in Step 1, raw

training data T rDi and testing data T eDi from multi-modal sensors on each wearable device i (emplaced
on four body positions, such as waist, lower back, thigh, and wrist) is passed through low-pass and median
filters for noise reduction and smoothing. Then critical features Fi are extracted from processed data as
described in Section 3.3. Then, in Step 2, the pre-processed training data features paired with ground truth


activities from all 4 wearables; Fi , Ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, are used for training the CRF model, Where Fi is
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Algorithm 1: CRF-based Algorithm for HuMAn System
T rDi = Training data from sensors on i-th device;
T eDi = Testing data from sensors on i-th device;
Fi = Features extracted from T rDi on i-th device;
Ai = Classified Activity from i-th device;
P (Ai |Fi ) = Conditional Probability of Activity Ai given feature Fi ;
Step 1 Pre-Processing:
1. Median filters are applied to remove accidental spikes from T rDi and T eDi .
2. Low-pass filters are applied to remove high frequency signals from T rDi and T eDi .
3. Features Fi are extracted from processed data T rDip and T eDip obtained from steps (1) and (2).
Step 2 Training:


Input: Training dataset tagged with ground truth T rDi , Ai i=4
i=1
 
Output: Trained CRF parameters ω from Section (3.4.2) Eq. (1) and activity weight Wik i=4,k=21
i=1,k=1
for each activity from every device [Aik ]i=4,k=21
,
where
i
and
k
represents
device
id
and
activity
id,
i=1,k=1
respectively.
1. Manually decide on the feature functions Φ j (At , At−1 | F), i.e, connections between different
activity windows and input features as shown in Fig 3.5.
h
ii=4,k=21
2. Given all training pairs T rDik , Aik
, apply conditional maximum likelihood to find the
 i=1,k=1
optimal ω to maximize P Ai |Fi ; ω .
3. Estimate the weight parameter Wik based on the precision of each device i for corresponding
activity k .
Step 3 Prediction:


Input: Testing dataset without tagged ground truth T eDi i=4
i=1 , Trained CRF parameter ω, Feature
functions Φ j (At , At−1 | F) and Activity weight parameter Wik .
Output:Final activity selection A f s
1. Calculate conditional probability of each activity given input features

using Eq (3.1), P Ai |T i ; ω .
2. Select the K top activities based on conditional probability values.
3. Select the final activity from each device
Aik = argmaxk (Wik ∗ PPk ikPik ) ∀i ∈ [1, 4] ∀k ∈ [1, 21].
4. Final activity A f s is selected from one of i decisions, one from each device, based on
physiological context evaluation from each device-activity pair.
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feature and Ai is activity. Subsequently, the weight Wik is calculated for each device-activity pair. Higher
Wik implies that device i has higher confidence to predict the activity k. The CRF parameter ω is estimated

using maximum likelihood function to maximize the conditional probability P Ai |Fi ; ω . The execution of
CRF is described in Section 3.4.2.
 
In Step 3, features Fi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, extracted from testing data are fed to the CRF model to

calculate the conditional probability P Ai |Fi ; ω . The conditional probability of each activity is multiplied
with weight Wik to calculate the final activity score. The activity having the highest score is selected as
inference from the corresponding device. Finally, the multi-positional decision selection approach (see
Section 3.5) is applied to select the final decision from four soft decisions.

3.3

Sensor Sampling and Feature Selection
In this section we discuss in detail the sensor sampling, feature extraction and feature selection

process used in HuMAn. This is described in Algorithm 1 under Step 1.

3.3.1
3.3.1.1

Sensor Sampling
Accelerometer and Gyroscope
In our system, the tri-axial accelerometer and the tri-axial gyroscope are both sampled at 100 Hz.

This sampling frequency is enough to capture human body movements [29]. Our HuMAn is designed to
compute features from these two modalities for each sampled sliding window of size 2 seconds.

3.3.1.2

Temperature, Humidity and Air Pressure Sensors
These ambient sensors are sampled at 1 Hz, 1 Hz and 5 Hz, respectively. Since they are sampled at

low frequencies, they do not add significant burden towards energy consumption but add valuable relevant
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information for activity recognition. The pressure sensor sampling rate is set a bit higher to capture fine
changes in atmospheric pressure in different location contexts as shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.

3.3.1.3

Location Context
The HuMAn system is more targeted for complex activity recognition in the indoor home environ-

ments. It is designed to use GPS sensor (if available) and Bluetooth message reception from Bluetooth
beacons deployed in the infrastructure. Both are sampled at 1 Hz frequency. Although GPS signals are
usually not available, or are incorrect in the indoor environment, HuMAn collects GPS data to help recognize activities like outdoor to indoor transitions. But the more effective location features are Bluetooth
beacon message containing RSSI values. This is one of the key novelties of our work in this study. The
simple, small, cheap Bluetooth beacon devices [54] are getting popular in commercial sectors for ease of
deployment and management overhead. These are small transmitters that can notify nearby devices of their
presence, thus representing proximity of those devices to the beacons. We have exploited this in HuMAn
to enable location context based features. From the beacon id and corresponding RSSI values, it is feasible
for the wearable devices to infer coarse-grain location contexts such as bedroom/ kitchen/ bathroom/ living
room, etc.

3.3.2

Feature Selection
Feature selection is a very important part of a machine learning algorithm which defines a mapping

function between input features and output class based on information from input features. Unfortunately,
not every input feature provides useful information about the output class. Rather only a small subset does.
Irrelevant features can cause numerous problems like over-fitting, overhead, and inability to visualize the
feature map to glean insights on the data.
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In this study, we have initially identified a pool of 49 features (shown in Table 3.1) which are easy
to compute in real-time. Every feature is calculated by simple arithmetic calculations of raw data points
which makes processing efficient. We have used filter-based approach using Relief-F [55], wrapper-based
approach using a Sequential Forward Floating Search (SFFS) [56], and greedy approach based on Pearson’s
correlation co-efficient [57] to find a subset of relevant features which is a good balance of generality and
performance. We used many classifiers to evaluate error estimation, for example, K-Nearest Neighbors [58],
Naive Bayesian [59], C 4.5 [60] and Random Forest [61]. These results are illustrated in Table 3.2 and Table
3.3. Finally, as shown in Table 3.4, a total of 12 features were selected based on the evaluation from these
different algorithms. All the input features were normalized to obtain best results for the classifier used for
feature evaluation. This would ensure equal weight to all the potential features and thus reduce bias.

3.3.2.1

Filter-based Feature Selection Using Relief-F
This algorithm does not use heuristic measures for estimating quality of features; rather it relies on

contextual information and dependencies between the features. Initially, it assigns a default weight to each
feature. Then, while iterating through each data point, it assigns more weight to those features which exhibit
significant difference in values for different class, and it decreases the weight for those that are unchanged
for different classes. The process is repeated for p times, where p is a user-defined parameter, and finally
it calculates the average weight for each feature. A higher weight for a feature means more utility for
classification [55].

3.3.2.2

Wrapper-based Feature Selection Using SFFS
Wrapper-based methods are more fine tuned towards a classifier and they generally achieve better

recognition rates than filters. The basic difference between filtering method and wrapper method is that the
filtering method evaluate subsets by their information content, (e.g., interclass distance, nearest neighbor,
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statistical dependence), whereas wrapper-based methods use a classifier to evaluate subsets by their predictive accuracy (on test data) by statistical re-sampling or cross-validation. One of the disadvantages of
wrapper-based methods is their lack of generality when applied across multiple classifiers [56].

3.3.2.3

Correlation-based Feature Selection Using Greedy Method
Correlation based method evaluates the worth of a subset of features by considering the individual

predictive ability of each feature along with the degree of redundancy between them. Subsets of features that
are highly correlated with the class while having low intercorrelation between other features are preferred.
It uses Pearson’s correlation coefficient [62] to evaluate the subset correlations. Finally, a greedy forward
or backward search is made through the space of feature subsets. It starts with no/all features or from
an arbitrary point in the space and stops when the addition/deletion of any remaining features results in a
decrease in final evaluation [57].

3.4

Structured Classification
In this section we describe in detail the graphical model based structured classifier used in HuMAn.

This process is presented in Step 2 of Algorithm 1.

3.4.1

Context-based Classifier Selection
Selecting a classifier which suits the overall context well is very important. In this study, we leverage

the fact that that human activities are generally sequential in nature and exhibit spatial-temporal properties.
An activity performed at any given time instance is highly influenced by those performed in previous time
instances. For example, a person walking at the current moment at a particular location is most likely
to continue to walk in the very next second also. By considering this context carefully we selected (and
adapted) the idea of Condition Random Fields (CRF) algorithms for our problem scope, because unlike
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Table 3.1: Features initially calculated from all the available raw sensor data. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
Accelerometer Features
Resultant
First Derivative
Second Derivative
Correlation
Square Mean
Square Variance
Square Sum Mean
Square Sum Variance
Gyroscope Features
Resultant
First Derivative
Second Derivative
Correlation
Square Mean
Square Variance
Square Sum Mean
Square Sum Variance
Ambient Features
Pressure
Temperature
Humidity
iBeacon Features
Location index

Components
µ = Mean, ρ = Variance, σ = S td.Dev
µaccR
σaccR
µacc f d
σacc f d
µaccsd
σaccsd
ρaccxy
ρaccyz
ρacczx
µaccx2
µaccy2
µaccz2
ρaccx2
ρaccy2
ρaccz2
µaccx2 +y2
µaccy2 +z2
µaccz2 +x2
ρaccx2 +y2
ρaccy2 +z2
ρaccz2 +x2
µgyroR
µgyro f d
µgyrosd
ρgyroxy
µgyrox2
ρgyrox2
µgyrox2 +y2
ρgyrox2 +y2

σgyroR
σgyro f d
σgyrosd
ρgyroyz
µgyroy2
ρgyroy2
µgyroy2 +z2
ρgyroy2 +z2

µp
µt
µh

σp
σt
σh

ρgyrozx
µgyroz2
ρgyroz2
µgyroz2 +x2
ρgyroz2 +x2

Iloc

Table 3.2: Filtered features by applying Relief-F and correlation-based evaluation algorithm. Copyright ©
(2017) IEEE.
Feature selection method
Relief-F

Selected Features
µaccz2 +x2 , µaccz2 , µaccy2 , Iloc , µaccx2 +y2 , µt , µh , µ p ,
µaccx2 , µgyroR , ρacczx , µaccy2 +z2 , ρaccyz
µaccsd , σaccsd , Iloc , µt , µh , µ p , µaccx2 , µaccy2 , µaccz2 ,
µaccy2 +z2 , µaccz2 +x2 , µgyrox2 +y2 , ρaccyz , ρacczx , ρgyroxy ,
ρgyroyz , ρgyrozx

Correlation-based Evaluation
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Table 3.3: Filtered features by applying wrapper based algorithm. Naive Bayesian, KNN, Random Forest,
C 4.5 algorithms were used as evaluator. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.

Classifier
Naive Bayesian
KNN
Random Forest
C 4.5

Wrapper-based Feature selection method
Features
µgyroR , Iloc , µt , µ p , ρaccyz , ρacczx , ρgyrox2 , µaccy2 +z2 ,
µaccz2 +x2
µt , µh , Iloc , µaccx2 , µaccy2 +z2
µgyroR , µt , σt , µh , Iloc , ρacczx , µaccx2 , σaccx2 +y2 ,
µaccz2 +x2
µaccsd , µt , Iloc , µaccz2 +x2

Table 3.4: Finally selected features, based on the ones common in all or at least in multiple classifiers.
Copyright © (2017) IEEE.

Classifier
Almost common in all classifiers
Common in multiple classifiers

Final Selection of Features
Features
Iloc , µt , µ p , µaccz2 +x2 , µaccy2 +z2 , ρacczx
µaccx2 , µaccy2 , µgyroR , ρacczx , µaccy2 , µaccz2 ,

other supervised learning algorithms, CRF models make predictions based on not only current observation
but also on past observations and future predictions. Details of the CRF algorithm are described in following
section.

3.4.2

Conditional Random Fields
CRFs are a class of statistical modeling methods used for structured learning and prediction [52].

It is a discriminative counterpart model for generative Hidden Markov Model (HMM) algorithm. As HMM
leverages the sequential nature of data, CRF does the same but with more general assumptions compared
to HMM. While HMM defines dependency between each state and “only" corresponding observations,
CRF models the dependence between each state and the entire observation sequence. Also since HMM
is a generative model, it optimizes the parameter to increase the joint probability instead of conditional
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probability between observation and labels. Therefore, there is a mismatch between learning objective
function and prediction objective function in HMMs which is resolved in CRF. The HuMAn system utilizes
this feature by developing a structured classification approach for complex activity recognition. In our
version, the notion of CRFs is leveraged via an undirected graphical model based design in order to label
sequences of fine-grained activity data. It allows seamless integration of varied features from multi-modal
sensor data into the graphical model.
The CRF model is formally defined as follows. Let x = (xt−2 , xt−1 , xt , xt+1 , xt+2 ) be a sequence of
input feature vectors, where xt represents the feature vector extracted from raw multi-modal sensor data at
time t. Let y = (yt−2 , yt−1 , yt , yt+1 , yt+2 ) represent the corresponding sequence of activities performed. Let L
be the length of the sequence and k be the total number of different activities in our problem domain. The
goal of CRF is to learn a good mapping from x to y given a training set of N training samples. To do so, the
CRF computes the conditional probability

P(y|x) =

L
X
1
exp ω · Φ j (yt , yt−1 | x).
Z(x)
j=1

(3.1)

Here, ω is a weight vector trained by training data with the objective to maximize P(y|x). Also, Φ j (yt , yt−1 |x)
is a feature mapping function which defines the dependency between input and output vectors. The graphical
representation of feature mapping function is described in next section. Z(x) is a partition function which
acts as a global normalizer so that Eq (3.1) yields a valid probability. It is given by,

Z(x) =

X
y

!
L
X
exp ω · Φ j (yt , yt−1 | x) .
j=1
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(3.2)

Figure 3.5: CRF graph structure. The thick edges represent the pairwise edges for the template setting of
(010304) for hidden state node yt . We use a slightly different CRF template naming convention than in [7].
Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
3.4.3

Graph Structure
The CRF model captures the temporal relationships in sequential activity data. The graph structure

used in the CRF model is illustrated in Figure 3.5. It shows the observation sequence x (obtained from the
multi-modal sensor feature extraction phase in HuMAn), hidden states y (activity states) of class probability
assignments, and the edges E between hidden states that represents pairwise relationships. As in Figure 3.5,
the different scales or lengths of edges (e.g., that run from yt to yt−1 , yt+1 , yt−3 , yt+3 , yt−4 , yt+4 ) enable the
flow of contextual information in the whole network. When we say feature function template is “010304”,
we mean that in order to detect the current time window’s activity, the model not only relies on the current
input time window but also on the output and input of the immediately prior and next (in this case, 1st, 3rd
and 4th) data windows. This relationship template enables the model to be more informed and considers the
temporal relationship between activities more effectively.
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3.5

Multi-positional Decision Selection
This process is indicated in Point 4 under Step 3 of Algorithm 1. Note that each of the wearable

devices in our HuMAn system will independently classify the activity performed. While in most cases, we
expect coherence in activities classified, in some cases, the same activity may not be classified by all of the
wearables. When this happens, the confusion needs to be resolved. We propose a simple approach to fix
this issue based on fundamental insights on human activity (that were gleaned from discussion with experts
on human kinesiology). In our approach, we assign a simple relevance index for each activity against the
position of the wearable. For example, cleaning utensils has relevance to the wearable on the wrist and thigh;
lying on sofa has relevance to the wearable on the waist, back and the thigh; while standing has relevance to
the wearable on the thigh. In our system, when discrepancies happen, the final activity A f s is chosen from
the set

k∈{1...21} {(Ak , i)}

S

by considering only the pairs (Ak , i) where activity Ak is relevant to i-th wearable’s

position on the body as assigned previously. In the rare case of ties, Aik is chosen randomly from the equally
probable choices.2

3.6

Experimental Evaluation and Analysis
In this section we present the experimental evaluation and performance validation of our proposed

HuMAn system.

3.6.1

Experiment Setup
We have tested the activity recognition performance of HuMAn system with a total of 40 datasets

from 10 adult (3 female and 7 male) subjects aged between 20 and 25. To minimize location biases, the
experimental data for 4 subjects were collected from one location, and for the remaining 6 subjects the data
2
Considering the complexity of our problem scope from the number of complex activities, sensor modalities, and their emplacements in various positions of the body, we opted for this approach to resolve discrepancies. Investigating this issue from a
kinesiology perspective more thoroughly is part of our future work.
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Figure 3.6: Smartphone app HuMAn (on left) developed for multi-sensor data collection. Smartphone app
HuMAn Ground Truth(on right) developed for ground truth data logging by external observer. Copyright ©
(2017) IEEE.
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were collected from another location. Both experimental locations are basically duplex apartments equipped
with bedrooms, kitchen, washroom, stairs etc. For each user there are 4 datasets, one from each of the 4
smartphones worn at different body positions: waist, back, wrist, and thigh. Each phone senses data from
all three categories of sensors: activity, ambiance and location. For the HuMAn system deployment, we
have used Samsung Galaxy S4 [63] smartphones and onboard sensors (for proof of concept), along with
Bluetooth beacons from Gimbal Inc. [54] deployed in the external infrastructure. It is also important to
note that smartphones are used only as a “minimum viable product (MVP)” for multi-sensor data collection
platform in this study. The developed algorithms are agnostic to the actual wearable device placed on the
body.
We have developed an Android application for HuMAn which senses data from onboard selected
sensors, as well as receives Bluetooth signals from the Bluetooth beacons installed in different rooms of the
home. The data are locally stored on the smartphone with proper timestamps. We have developed another
android application HuMAn Ground Truth for collecting the ground truth with proper timestamps. Sample
screenshots of version of these apps are shown in Figure 3.6. The HuMAn application was installed on
the 4 phones worn by the subject, while the Human Ground Truth application is installed on an external
observer’s smartphone for recording the ground truth. To do so, the observer taps the buttons corresponding
to every activity to record the start time and end time for each of those activities. Both applications use time
synchronization from the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [64] server for finer accuracy with timestamps. All
the users were instructed to naturally perform the set of activities in any order and duration of their choice.
Sequence of activities performed by arbitrary 2 users are reflected in Figures 3.7, and 3.8. Each user’s series
of selected activities consisted of average 45 minutes of sensor data. As a summary from all the users and
all the smartphones, we totally collected around 28 million sampling data points from the different sensors
in our datasets.
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Figure 3.7: Example of ground truth activity sequence performed by user-1. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.

Figure 3.8: Example of ground truth activity sequence performed by user-2. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
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3.6.2

Classifier Design
Let us now we describe parameterizations and configuration setup of the activity classifier proposed

in HuMAn. For the feature extraction from raw sensor data, we have used a sliding window for computing the
features. We varied the window size from 1 second to 10 seconds with different amount of window overlap.
After observations and analysis, we chose sliding window size of 2 seconds with 50% overlap. For every
sliding window, the system calculates the best 12 features from raw sensor data of 7 sensors, as discussed
in Section 3.3. We have also optimized configuration in the CRF classifier graph structure. CRF allows to
build a relationship function from current sample data point to the previous and next data points in time to
produce more contextual classification models. This procedure is mostly problem specific and is standard
in CRF based designs. We have evaluated HuMAn with different edge configurations of the graph. We have
found out that the best configuration is for the case where the feature function is generated by considering
the 1st, 4th, 9th and 19th data samples – both preceding and succeeding in the graph structure, which is used
throughout in this study. In our design, during training, we use our data sets to find the precision of each
wearable (placed in different body positions) to correctly detect an activity. During classification, instead
of selecting the best activity based on CRF execution from each wearable, we select the corresponding
top 3 activities, and multiply their probabilities with the precision derived during training to choose one
final activity from each wearable. Also, unless otherwise stated, classification results are presented only
for the implementation of the multi-positional approach in Section 3.5 by considering results from the four
wearables in all four body positions. Time complexity analysis is a vital part to measure the practicality
of an algorithm. Note that the time complexity of standard training for CRF is quadratic in the size of the
output class, linear in the number of features, and quadratic in the size of the training sample. Similarly, the
time complexity of inference for CRF is quadratic in the size of the output class. We performed all training
and inference of CRF on a server with Intel CPU i7-5600U and 2.60Hz frequency. Typically it took a little
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Figure 3.9: Same-user 10-fold cross-validation performance evaluation for each activity from multipositional data. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
less than 12 minutes to train the model with 10 users data, and 110 milliseconds on an average for inferring
a single input data unit. Naturally, the total inferring time in the CRF is proportional to the total number of
classes in the model. Since the size of the class is already fixed, inferring takes constant time for each input
unit.

3.6.3

Same-user 10-fold Cross-validation Evaluation
In this evaluation strategy, datasets from each subject are independently trained and tested. Here,

the dataset belonging to each subject is split into 10 sections of data. Each 9 sections of data are used to
train the model and the remaining one section is used for evaluation. Finally, the results from all 10 sections
were averaged to evaluate the final accuracy of classification for each subject. We also show the confusion
matrix [65], which indicates the error distribution in classification across all the 21 activities. For each
matrix element, the corresponding row indicates the actual class (i.e., the ground truth activity) while the
corresponding column indicates the predicted class or activity with the classification accuracy in percentage
(indicated by the value of the matrix element). Higher values in diagonal entries indicate better accuracy.
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Figure 3.10: Confusion matrix for same-user 10-fold cross-validation evaluation. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
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Figure 3.11: Cross-user 10-fold cross-validation performance evaluation from multi-positional data. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
Results and confusion matrix for same-user evaluation are shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. As can be
seen, most of the activities are correctly classified. Only the “Outdoor to Indoor” and “Indoor to Outdoor”
transition activities are less accurate and model predictions are confused between these two. This is because
for these two activities the model heavily relies on information from the environmental sensor, since the
ambiance between outdoors and indoors are different. But ambient sensors like temperature and humidity
also have more sensing delays, which adds noise to the data thus lowering accuracy. Additionally, we
observe that in selected cases, there is minor confusion in closely related activities, such as Walking Upstairs
vs. Standing, and Sitting on Floor vs. Lying on Floor, which is understandable since these activities are very
closely related.
To summarize, for the same-user evaluation strategy, the overall accuracy is 97.67%, while the
accuracy ranges from 60.25% to 98.90% across activities. But 17 of those activities have accuracy higher
than 90%. The median of accuracies across all activities is 93.51%.
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Figure 3.12: Confusion matrix for cross-user 10-fold cross-validation evaluation. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
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Figure 3.13: Cross-user leave-one-out cross-validation performance evaluation from multi-positional data.
Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
3.6.4

Cross-user 10-fold Cross-validation Evaluation
Cross-User 10-fold cross-validation evaluation is a stricter evaluation technique. Here we combine

all users data in a common pool of dataset to apply cross-validation (instead of separating data sets of each
user). The combined data is divided into 10 sections and each section was tested against the model of
remaining 9 sections of training data. Typically, such datasets tend to have more noise since even the same
activity will be performed a little differently by different people, and these differences grow as the activities
become more complex. Figure 3.11 shows that the overall activity classification accuracy for this evaluation
strategy is 94.47%. Also the error distribution can be seen in the confusion matrix in Figure 3.12. From
this figure, it can be seen that for this evaluation strategy also, our model performs very accurately and most
confusion happens in “Indoor to Outdoor” and “Outdoor to Indoor” activities. For other activities, there is a
degree of confusion, wherein many motion activities are confused with “Standing" activity.
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Figure 3.14: Confusion matrix for cross-user leave-one-out cross-validation evaluation. Copyright © (2017)
IEEE.
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3.6.5

Cross-user Leave-one-out Cross-validation Evaluation
Cross-user leave-one-out cross-validation is strictest evaluation strategy among all three. Here we

separate the data of subjects used for training, from data of subjects used for testing. Therefore completely
new unseen data are tested against the model built with orthogonal training data sets. The results and Confusion matrix are shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14, respectively. Some activities like cleaning utensils, lying
on sofa, leaning on wall, standing and talking, indoor to outdoor, and outdoor to indoor have relatively lower
classification accuracies, considering that they are complex. But encouragingly, some of these activities are
confused with similar atomic activities like standing and walking. The overall accuracy in this evaluation is
76.20%. Four activities are less than 60% accurate while 13 activities have more than 80% accuracy.

3.6.6

Impact of Sensing Modalities and Sensor Placement on the Body
Finally, we show the impact of integrating multiple sensor modalities, as well as the impact of sen-

sor placements in multiple positions on the body. Figure 3.15 demonstrates the performance by evaluating
classification accuracy with: (i) features from only movement activity sensing (i.e., accelerometer and gyroscope) denoted as “Activity”; (ii) features from movement sensing and ambient sensing modes (i.e., addition
of temperature, air pressure and humidity sensors), denoted as “Activity + Ambiance”; (iii) features from
movement sensing and location based sensing modes (i.e., obtained from Bluetooth beacons in proximity),
denoted as “Activity + Location”; (iv) integrating features of all three contexts. From Figure 3.15, we can
see that while adding features with more contextual information improves accuracy, the best classification
accuracies of 88.21% for same-user and 70.92% for cross-user evaluation was achieved when features from
all three contexts are integrated, hence validating our HuMAn system.
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Figure 3.15: Average accuracy performance of different combination of sensing modalities in HuMAn.
Results are shown for same-user 10-fold cross-validation evaluation, and cross-user leave-one-out crossvalidation evaluation. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
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To summarize, Figure 3.16 presents the impact of integrating information from sensors placed in
multiple body positions for classification. Here also, the highest accuracies in classification were obtained
when information is integrated from sensors placed in multiple positions in the body.

Figure 3.16: Average accuracy performance of multi-positional decision making in HuMAn. It compares
to individual activity decisions from each of the devices placed on different body positions of the subject
for same-user 10-fold cross-validation evaluation, and cross-user leave-one-out cross-validation evaluation.
Each device runs the proposed activity classifier in HuMAn. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
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Table 3.5: List of activities detected and abbreviations. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
Activities
Standing and Cleaning Utensils
Standing and Cooking
Stand and Lean on Wall
Lying On Bed
Lying On Floor
Lying On Sofa
Running
Standing
Standing and Using Fridge
Standing and Talking
Sitting and Eating
Sitting on Bed
Sitting on Commode
Sitting on Floor
Sitting on Sofa
Standing and Using Sink
Walking
Walking Downstairs
Walking Upstairs
Walking Indoor to Outdoor
Walking Outdoor to Indoor

Abbreviation
CLNG_UTENSILS
COOK
LEAN_ON_WALL
LYNG_ON_BED
LYNG_ON_FLOOR
LYNG_ON_SOFA
RUN
STAND
STAND_FRIDGE
STAND_TALK
STNG_EATING
STNG_ON_BED
STNG_ON_COMM
STNG_ON_FLOOR
STNG_ON_SOFA
USING_SINK
WALK
WALK_DWNSTR
WALK_UPSTR
IN_TO_OUT
OUT_TO_IN
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CHAPTER 4 : DETECTING SELF-HARMING ACTIVITIES FROM WRIST WORN
ACCELEROMETERS 4

In a 2012 survey, in the United States alone, there were more than 35, 000 reported suicides with approximately 1, 800 of being psychiatric inpatients every year. Recent CDC (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention) reports indicate an upward trend in these numbers. In psychiatric facilities, staff perform intermittent or continuous observation of patients manually in order to prevent such tragedies, but studies show
that they are insufficient, and also consume staff time and resources. In this chapter, we present the WatchDog system, to address the problem of detecting self-harming activities when attempted by in-patients in
clinical settings. Watch-Dog comprises of three key components - data sensed by tiny accelerometer sensors worn on wrists of subjects; an efficient algorithm to classify whether a user is active vs. dormant (i.e.,
performing a physical activity vs. not performing any activity); and a novel decision selection algorithm
based on random forests and continuity indices for fine grained activity classification. With data acquired
from 11 subjects performing a series of activities (both self-harming and otherwise), Watch-Dog achieves
a classification accuracy of 98%, 94% and 70% for same-user 10-fold cross-validation, cross-user 10-fold
cross-validation and cross-user leave-one-out evaluation respectively. We believe that the problem addressed
in this study is practical, important and timely. We also believe that our proposed system is practically deployable, and related discussions are provided in this study.
4
Portions of this chapter were reprinted from IEEE journal of biomedical and health informatics, Vol:PP, Issue:99, Bharti,
Pratool; Panwar, Anurag; Gopalakrishna, Ganesh & Chellappan, Sriram , Watch-dog: detecting self-harming activities from wrist
worn accelerometers, Copyright (2017), with permission from IEEE
Permission is included in Appendix A.
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4.1

Introduction
In a survey in 2012, it was reported that psychiatric inpatient suicides account for approximately 5%

of the more than 35, 000 suicides in the United States [66], with recent reports indicating rising numbers [67].
Psychiatric hospitals most often implement 15-minute manual checks on inpatients (throughout the clock)
to prevent suicide attempts. While manual suicide checks are effective at reducing the number of suicides
committed by inpatients, studies show that such an approach is ineffective [68], [69]. For instance, the study
in [69] shows that out of 15, 000 inpatient suicides that were investigated over many years, 20% to 62% of
attempts happened when patients were on intermittent observation and 2% to 9% on constant observation
[70]. Furthermore, manual checks are known to be prohibitive in consuming nursing resources, non-scalable
and have caused other important responsibilities to be overlooked [71]. There is clear need today in hospital
settings for alternative or supplementary procedures to combat suicide attempts by inpatients, while also
being cost effective.

4.1.1

Contributions of This Study
In this study, we present Watch-Dog, a system with applications in psychiatric facilities to detect

self-harming activities (described in Table 4.2) attempts by inpatients. Our system comprises of three components.

4.1.1.1

Wrist-worn Accelerometers
In our system, subjects will have miniaturized accelerometer sensors embedded in accessories worn

on both wrists. We chose to have accelerometers in both wrists since the dominant hand can be different for
different people when attempting activities. Note that most psychiatric hospitals, and even other healthcare
facilities in general provide wristbands with bar-codes for patients to minimize errors in care delivery today.
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It is straightforward and cheap to embed low cost accelerometers in such bands today as evidenced by recent
efforts in the industry and academia [72]. In this study, for a proof of concept, we utilize the Shimmer1
wearable sensing device, which is commercially available, energy efficient and widely used. It has an
embedded accelerometer, a processing unit and wireless transmission capabilities. The Shimmer device is
unobtrusive, and can comfortably be worn on the wrist like a watch. Note though that many commercial
wearables like Microsoft Band and Samsung Gear do provide SDKs to stream real sensory data from their
devices for processing, and as such, our technologies in this study can directly apply when such wearables
are worn as well.

4.1.1.2

Algorithm to Determine Active or Dormant State of a Subject
Modern accelerometers are capable of sensing at very high sampling rates. Having a system that

continually senses, processes and transmits streaming data from these devices for activity recognition can be
energy consuming. In this study, we improve upon energy and computational overhead by taking advantage
of contextual information of inpatients in psychiatric facilities. Specifically, patients in psychiatric facilities
are dormant for a significant portion of time (i.e., sleeping, lying down, reading a book etc.), during which
time the accelerometer readings are relatively stable. When the patient attempts an activity of interest to
this study, the accelerometer readings will suddenly spike up. By contrasting the spikes in accelerometer
readings over a moving window, our proposed technique will effectively determine when a subject is transitioning from a dormant to an active state, and only then will the complex task of fine grained activity
classification be attempted. As we show subsequently, this approach results in significant energy savings.
1

http://www.shimmersensing.com/
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4.1.1.3

Novel Decision Selection Algorithm
Once a subject is determined to be active, the next step is determining the actual activity. To do so,

we first employ a Random Forest (RF) based approach to decide on the activity by independently processing
the accelerometer readings in each wrist. RF based techniques are fast, accurate and leverage high sampled
input data streams with minimal overhead. We then propose an approach that combines the two decisions
from either wrist to select one final decision on the activity, based on the notion of continuity indices. In our
approach, if there are discrepancies in the activities classified from the accelerometer readings in each wrist,
weight is given to that activity whose continuity has been the longest. This intuitive approach improves the
accuracy of decision selection with negligible increase in energy expended.

4.1.2

Experimental Evaluations
We conducted an experiment with 11 subjects, that was supervised by a clinical psychiatrist. Each

subject was instructed to perform a series of 15 activities while a Shimmer device was securely attached to
either wrist. Some of the activities were routine (like walking, drinking, etc.) while others were intended to
mimic self-harmful behavior (like cutting hand, hanging, etc.). Our proposed techniques achieve an overall
classification accuracy of 98%, 94% and 70% for same-user 10-fold cross-validation, cross-user 10-fold
cross-validation and cross-user leave-one-out evaluation respectively. The energy expended and latency in
decision selection are quite minimal, hence making our system practical.
Note that results of this study came from an experiment where the subjects were not in a clinic, nor
known to have past self-harmful behavior. However, studies do show that suicidal thoughts and tendencies
can come without warning, or without advanced planning by those that attempt them [73]. As such, our
experimental studies in this study do have contextual relevance. Nevertheless, we caution against generalizing any conclusions in medical contexts, but rather we demonstrate an innovative application of wearable
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sensors and activity recognition algorithms in psychiatric facilities, which to the best of our knowledge has
not been attempted before. To clarify, more discussions on practical perspectives are presented in the study.

4.2

The Watch-Dog System: Problem Scope, Hardware Component and Algorithmic Component
In this section, we present in detail our Watch-Dog system for recognizing self harming activities.

4.2.1

Problem Scope
Our problem is to classify self-harming activities commonly attempted by psychiatric inpatients2 .

Since the system is expected to be operational 24 × 7 while the patient is in the hospital, minimizing energy
and processing latency is vital.
Hanging is the most common form of inpatient suicide [69], requiring only 4 to 5 minutes to be successful [75]. Other self-harming activities attempted by inpatients also include cutting themselves, hanging
and self-injections [76]. After careful discussions with domain experts, a total of eight self-harming activities were identified for detection. To serve as a reference, seven other activities that are not self-harming, but
rather ones that patients do as part of daily activities in psychiatric settings were also identified for detection
as part of this study. See Table 4.2 for full activity list.

4.2.2

Hardware Component of Our Watch-Dog System
In our system, two Shimmer devices were securely strapped to subjects on either wrist like a watch

as shown in Figure 4.1. The Shimmer device is widely used in research today for its miniature size and
powerful sensing/ computing/ wireless transmission abilities. The central element of the platform is the
low-power MSP430F5437A microprocessor with 24MHz clock rate which controls the operation of the
device. The CPU has an integrated 16-channel 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) which is used to
2

Two highest-risk times for suicide for psychiatric inpatients are in the week after admission and very shortly after discharge [74].
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Figure 4.1: Shimmer devices worn as a watch by a subject. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
constantly sample and capture tri-axial acceleration signals from an in-built accelerometer in the unit. These
accelerometers have a range of ±16g (where g is gravitational acceleration) and were sampled at 50Hz. Note
that the frequency of most human activities lie within range of 15Hz [77]. As such, a sensor sampling rate
of 50Hz is ideal for our problem, since according to the Nyquist rule for loss-less reconstruction of a signal,
it needs to be sampled at a rate that is at-least twice its highest frequency [78].
To achieve synchronization from units in both wrists, data was recorded using Shimmer Sync software, that synchronizes time stamp data from both accelerometers. Devices were calibrated using standard
calibration techniques as described in [79]. Subsequently, the accelerometer readings from Shimmer devices
were streamed via an in-built bluetooth radio module within the unit to a computer for post-processing.

4.2.3

Algorithmic Components of Watch-Dog System
In this section, we elaborate on the algorithmic components of the Watch-Dog system. In our

implementation for this study, we point out that our algorithms execute on a computer where data from both
Shimmer devices are streamed (via bluetooth) for activity classification3 .
The algorithmic framework of Watch-Dog is shown in Figure 4.2. Accelerometer data from each
Shimmer device is independently pre-processed to first remove noise. Then, in order to determine whether
a subject or active or dormant, it is fed into the STA/ LTA module (discussed in Section 4.2.3.2). Once the
3

It is very easy to also implement our framework on a smartphone as well.
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Figure 4.2: Algorithmic framework of the Watch-Dog system. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
subject is determined to be active, our system performs feature extraction from accelerometer data coming
from each wrist, and attempts to classify the corresponding activity independently using a Random Forest
based algorithm. Then, the decision identified from each wrist is integrated using the notion of continuity
indices to determine the final activity. Each step is explained in detail below.

4.2.3.1

Data Pre-processing
The first step of our algorithmic framework is pre-processing the raw accelerometer data from the

Shimmer device in each wrist. Depending on the orientation of Shimmer device, gravity can influence the
readings on one or more of the components. To avoid this issue, Shimmer API provides methods to sample
linear acceleration directly and hence eliminating the influence of gravity. Once the linear acceleration
data is extracted, we further pre-process it by applying a median filter to smooth the data and remove any
unexpected spikes [80]. .We experimented through all odd numbers of samples from length 3 to 31 and
finally set the length to 21 to get good smoothing on accelerometer signal. Further we feed the data to a
low pass filter using a 15Hz cut-off 4th order Butterworth filter to limit the bandwidth of the signal to the
frequencies common in human motion, hence removing high frequency noise.
Once noise is removed and signal is smoothened, the next step is to determine an appropriate sliding
window size for the signals to attempt run-time classification. A window size of WS = 200 accelerometer
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Figure 4.3: Recorded accelerometer readings throughout an activity sequence from the Shimmer device
secured to participants left hand. The blue series denotes the x component, red shows y, and purple shows
z. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
samples from either wrist (approximately 4 seconds) with 50% overlap was used to create a new database,
W, that was used as the training/testing data for activity classification. In prior related work in [81] it is
found that 2-5 seconds window works best for human activity recognition using accelerometer data. Hence,
we conducted our experiment with window length from 2 to 5 seconds having 0.5 second intervals and found
that window length of 4 seconds is working best for our problem. Subsequently, the segmented window W
is forwarded to next steps for activity classification. An snapshot of accelerometer readings from a Shimmer
device in the left hand for various activities is shown in Figure 4.3 for visualization.

4.2.3.2

STA/ LTA Triggering Algorithm
Once the pre-processed readings from both accelerometers are ready, the data is fed into the STA/

LTA processing module to determine if the subject is active or dormant. The Short-Time-Average/ LongTime-Average (STA/ LTA) algorithm is an algorithm used in seismology to detect sudden spikes in vibration
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of accelerometer variance of dormant vs active states. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
for earthquakes detection [82]. The algorithm is simple, and energy efficient, and is applicable to our
problem scope in psychiatric settings, where patients are dormant for a significant portion of time wherein
the accelerometer readings are stable, and when the patient is active, the accelerometer readings suddenly
spike up. In this manner, as long as a subject is dormant, no fine-grained activity classification will be
attempted by our system. Rather, only when a subject is determined to be active our framework will attempt
the more complex task of activity classification, hence saving energy.
In Figures 4.3 and 4.4, we illustrate our rationale pictorially for a subject. In Figure 4.3, we can
visually see that the accelerometer readings for activities like standing, sitting and lying down are stable,
compared to the more dynamic activities. We further quantify this in Figure 4.4, where we see that variance
in accelerometer readings (for just the x axis) computed for dormant activities like standing, lying and sitting
is very low, while the variance for other activities is higher. How to leverage this insight to detect transitions
from dormant to active states within the context of our problem scope is our challenge.
When we process the variance to detect activity transitions, there are a few parameters to consider.
The first is La , which integrates acceleration variance in three axes in a moving Long Term Window. The
Long Term Window (T lta ) is a moving window over a long time frame that captures the long-term stability in accelerometer readings when the subject is dormant. The second parameter is S a , which integrates
acceleration variance in three axes in a moving Short Term Window. The Short Term Window (T sta ) is a
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moving window over a short time frame that captures the short term spikes in accelerometer readings when
the subject is transitioning from a dormant to an active state. Finally, the last parameter is a ratio denoted
as T Rth =

Sa
La ,

which is compared against an predetermined application-based threshold value to determine

dormant or active state of a user.
In our system, values of these parameters are constant. Therefore, they need to be set carefully.
We experimented with many different set of values and finally set the T sta , T lta and T Rth as 0.5 second, 15
seconds and 2.5 which gave us perfect discrimination between dormant and active states for activities of
interest to this study. To arrive at these values, we tested T Rth =

Sa
La

for every pair of activities. The ratio

for transitions from a dormant activity to another dormant activity varied from 0.9 to 1.2 and the ratio for a
dormant activity to a active state activity varied from 3 to 21. Therefore, to detect transitions from dormant
to active states, setting T Rth as 2.5 is an ideal choice for our problem scope. The working structure for
STA/ LTA is shown in Algorithm 2. As we can see, the accelerometer readings are sensed continuously, and
processed via the STA/ LTA module. When the ratio of the short term variances in acceleration and the long
term variances in acceleration crosses the threshold of 2.5, the subject is classified as active now, and the
process of fine-grained activity classification begins, and is discussed next.

4.2.3.3

Our Algorithm for Activity Classification
In this section, we present our algorithm for classifying activities once a subject is determined to

be active from the STA/ LTA module. Core requirements of our system are accuracy, fast response, and
ability to handle high sampled data streams. In our system, our algorithm is based on the notion of Random
Forests (RF) [83]. Basically, RF is an ensemble supervised learning technique, wherein multiple lightweight
decision trees are constructed, and the algorithm searches multiple trees for probabilistic classification. It
is fast and accurate (since multiple light-weight trees are constructed), and handles streaming sensor data
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Algorithm 2: STA/ LTA Algorithm
Data: STA Window length (T sta = 0.5 second), LTA Window length (T lta = 15 seconds), Tri-axial
accelrometer data (a xt , ayt , azt ), Trigger threshold (T Rth ) = 2.5
Result: Active vs Dormant States
while True do
sta
sta
sta
S a = 1 + Var[a xt ]Tt=1
+ Var[ayt ]Tt=1
+ Var[azt ]Tt=1
lta
lta
lta
La = 1 + Var[a xt ]Tt=1
+ Var[ayt ]Tt=1
+ Var[azt ]Tt=1
if S a /La > T Rth then
Activities classified as Active state;
else
Activities classified as Dormant state;
Continue;
end if
end while

very well. It is also energy efficient, as we demonstrate later in performance evaluations. High data storage
may be an issue for RF if data is big and number of trees in forest are high. Since our algorithm runs on
moderately configured system with modest forest size and limited data, storage is not an issue. It can be
further optimized by executing the grid search and find the best parameters to get the optimized results.
Feature extraction and feature selection from input data are critical for any supervised learning
algorithm. Too few features may not be representative, and too many features incur processing overhead
and sometimes can even decrease accuracy by introducing noise [84]. As such, it is critical that we identify
a limited set of features from accelerometer data that provide good discriminatory power among various
activities of interest, while also keeping processing delay and energy low.
To start with, we extracted 200 features from the accelerometer readings that were intuitive and used
in past studies within our problem scope. From this vast set, we applied Wrapper-based feature selection
algorithm [85] to select the most relevant features out of one representative feature subset from all features.
Since wrappers are more fine tuned towards a classifier, they generally achieve high classification accuracy.
We applied wrapper based feature selection method on our training dataset using Random Forest classifier
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to evaluate subsets by their predictive accuracy (on test data) by statistical re-sampling or cross-validation.
As a result, we selected 12 best features from this pool including both time and frequency domain. All 12
features are listed in Table 4.1. These features serve as an input vector x into Random Forest algorithm for
activity selection.
Table 4.1: Final features selected from pool of features. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
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Random Forest (RF) is a supervised learning algorithm. It is a voting based ensemble of L decision trees (DT). Each DT works as a independent classifier and predicts one activity from processing that
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particular tree. The final activity selected from the algorithm is the one selected by a majority of the trees.
Majority is decided by voting technique. Each DT can vote for one activity.
A DT is represented as {T i (x, θi )}, where x is an input feature vector extracted from raw accelerometer data and θi is a random vector that dictates the structure of ith tree. The random vector θi is generated
independent of the preceding θ1 . . . . . . θi−1 vectors, but with the same distribution. In the random subspace
method, θi consists of a K integers (KM) randomly drawn from a uniform distribution in the interval [1,
M], where M is the number of available features. Given a dataset set that contains N feature vectors, each
consisting of M features, the RF algorithm builds the trained model using following steps:
1. Draw N samples at random with replacement from the dataset, to generate the training set of the tree.
2. Select any K features randomly from the set of available features, where KM.
3. Among the values for each of the K features drawn, choose the best binary split according to the Gini
impurity index [86], which measures impurity degree in dataset. Gini index value lies between 0 and
1. It is maximum when all classes in dataset have equal probability and minimum when any one class
has maximum probability. Finally select those features which has the least impurity.
4. Grow the tree to its maximum size according to the stopping criterion chosen and let the tree unpruned.
Once the forest has been ensembled, an unseen data sample is labeled with one of the activity
classes having the maximum conditional probability summed up over all decision trees: i.e., it is labeled
with the activity which has maximum probability combined by probability from each ensemble trees. In
the RF approach, given a feature sample x to be classified, the conditional probabilities for each activity
are computed by taking the average of the conditional probabilities given by the trees constructing the
ensemble. These conditional probabilities are computed as follows. Given a decision tree T , and an input
feature sample x to be classified, let us denote by v(x) the leaf node where x falls when it is classified by T .
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The probability P(a|x, T ) that the sample x belongs to the activity a, where (a ∈ A1 , A2 , ..., A15 ), is estimated
by the following equation:
P (a|x, T ) =

na
n

(4.1)

where na is the number of training samples falling into v(x) after learning and n is the total number of
training samples assigned to v(x) by the training procedure. Given a forest consisting of L trees and an
unknown feature sample x to be classified, the probability estimate P(a|x) that x belongs to the activity a is
computed as follows:
L

P (a|x) =

1X
P (a|x, T i )
L i=1

(4.2)

where P(a|x, T i ) is the conditional probability provided by the ith tree and is computed according to Eq.(1).
As a consequence, for the sample x to be classified, the RF algorithm gives as output the vector:

p = {P (A1 |x) , P (A2 |x) . . . . . . P (A15 |x)}

(4.3)

The activity with the highest probability in the set is chosen as the final classified activity for the entire
ensemble forest [87]. The workflow of the Random Forest algorithm with pre-processing, training and
testing phase is formally shown in Algorithm 3.
Recall that in our system, accelerometer readings from each Shimmer device on either wrist will be
be processed as above to determine an activity. Once this is completed, we have two activities independently
identified one from each wrist-worn device. Integrating activities from both hands to decide on the final
activity is the last step and is discussed next.
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4.2.3.4

Final Decision Selection Algorithm
Algorithm 3 Step 4 presents our final decision selection algorithm that integrates the individual

decisions from each wrist-worn accelerometer. As we show later in Evaluations Section next, in a majority
of cases, the activity classified from both hands is the same because of the effectiveness of our random forest
approach. However, there is a chance that this may not happen, and the activities identified by each hand
may be different. This usually happens when there are some unexpected dynamics in one or more hands
during performing of an activity that confuses our algorithm. To address this issue in a simple, intuitive and
energy efficient manner, we introduce the notion of continuity indices for final activity selection.
In this technique, a small buffer table is used for both Shimmer devices separately. The buffer
table holds activity predictions (generated from our Random Forest algorithm) from recent past segmented
windows from each device. We define a new term called continuity index as the number of times the current
activity predicted appeared consecutively in buffer table. Any activity of interest to this study is continuous
in time. For instance, subjects are extremely unlikely to sleep in one moment, and start drinking the very
next moment, and move on to another activity immediately. This property is true for all activities of interest
to our problem. As such, if decisions on final activity from either wrist are different, we give preference to
that activity which has been continuously detected the longest from either wrist. This method effectively
helps eliminate the impact of outliers affecting our final decision, and is also simple and energy efficient to
implement.

4.3

Results from Experimental Evaluations
In this section, we present results of experimental evaluation of our system. We first present the data

collection process, then the metrics, and finally the results of our evaluation. In our experimental studies, a
total of 11 adult subjects were recruited for the study.
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4.3.1

Data Collection

Figure 4.5: Sequence of activities performed by subject 1 and subject 2 while data collection. Copyright ©
(2017) IEEE.

In our experiment, two Shimmer devices were securely strapped to subjects on either wrist like
a watch as shown in Figure 4.1. All subjects that participated in the experiment attested that the devices
were un-obtrusive. In our experiment, a clinical psychiatrist supervised all experiments to subjects. The
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supervisor informed each subject to maintain an activity for approximately three minutes before initiating
a new activity. The activities of interest to this study were presented earlier in Table 4.2. Sequences of
activities did not follow any specific order as long as each one was performed by the subject. However, the
subjects performed all activities one after the other in a continuous sequence. In Figure 4.5, the continuous
sequence of activities for two subjects is shown for reference. The Shimmer device was programmed such
that the accelerometer readings from each unit was exported in real-time via bluetooth to a computer, where
the data was immediately tagged with the corresponding activity using a tagging application developed in
C#.
For each subject, an average of 9000 accelerometer samples (for 3 minutes with 50Hz frequency)
in each axis (x, y and z) were collected for each activity. A total 89 windows were extracted from each
activity and each window consists of 4s seconds of data with 50% overlapping which is subsequently used
for training and testing.
Note that the training was conducted only for Random Forest Algorithm because STA-LTA module
does not need training to function. Also, the training and testing procedures happened offline. The testing
dataset was randomized to remove any bias towards evaluating STA-LTA and Random Forest algorithms
effectively. The algorithms were executed offline for the results reported below.

4.3.2

Metrics
The results of Watch-Dog are presented in terms of accuracy and Confusion Matrix. Accuracy

metric is a function of the true positives (T P), true negatives (T N), false positives (FP), and false negatives
(FN). The accuracy of a classifier is the overall classification performance defined as:

Accuracy =

TP + TN
.
T P + T N + FP + FN
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(4.4)

The Confusion Matrix (CM) is a specific table layout that allows visualization of the performance
of a supervised learning algorithm. Each column of the matrix represents the instances in a predicted class
while each row represents the instances in an actual class (or vice-versa) [88].
The confusion matrix reflects about how confused a prediction model is. For example if an activity
is predicted correctly only 40% of the time, then this matrix will show how the algorithm confused its
prediction with the other (wrongly classified) activities the remaining 60% of the time. This way we can
easily see if any activity is being wrongly predicted then with which activity it is getting mostly confused
and we can fix them appropriately.

4.3.3
4.3.3.1

Results
Overview of Evaluation Methods
In this study, we evaluate the performance of our system using three well established methods that

are standard for our problem scope. These testing methods are same user 10-fold cross-validation, cross
user 10-fold cross-validation and cross user leave-one-out cross-validation.
10-fold cross-validation divides the dataset into 10 subsets, and evaluates them 10 times. Each time,
one of the 10 subsets is used as the test set and the other 9 subsets are put together to form a training set.
Then, the average error across all 10 trials is computed for final result. Within this method, there are two
approaches to evaluate. In the Same user 10-fold cross-validation method the data evaluated belongs to only
one subject. In Cross user 10-fold cross-validation method, the data is aggregated from all subjects and then
10-fold cross-validation is applied. In Cross user leave-one-out method out of n subjects, n − 1 are chosen
for training dataset and one is left for testing. The process repeats for every subject then average is computed
for final result. While discussing results few things are very important to point out. First, the distribution
of each activity in dataset is kept uniform. This removes inherent biases, and yields results that are fair.
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Algorithm 3: RF-based Algorithm for Watch-Dog System
Training data from right and left sensors = T Dr , T Dl ;
Testing data from right and left sensors = Dr , Dl ;
Features extracted from right and left sensors = Fr , Fl ;
Classified Activity from right and left sensors= Ar , Al ;
Prob. that feature F belongs to Activity A = P (A|F);
Segmented window size = W;
No. of trees in Random Forest = L;
Step 1 Pre-Processing:
1. Median filters are applied to remove accidental spikes from Dr , Dl .
2. Low-pass filters are applied to remove high frequency signals from Dr , Dl .
3. Features Fr , Fl are extracted from processed data Drp , Dlp obtained from (1) and (2).
Step 2 Training:
Input: Training data set Fr , Fl
Output: Random Forest model to classify normal vs harmful activities
1. Select a bootstrap sample of size N from the training data.
2. Grow a decision tree T by selecting K features at random from the set of M features. Choose
the best feature among the K. Split the node into two daughter nodes and let the tree grow to
its maximum size.
Step 3 Prediction:
Input: Dr , Dl
Output: Ar , Al
while True do
if Window size > W then
if STA/ LTA algorithm triggers Active state then
Fr , Fl = Extracting feature set from Drp , Dlp
for each T in Forest do
L
X
P (A|F) = L1
P (A|F, T )
i=1

end for


Ar = argmax P (Ai |Fr )
i∈{1,2..15}



Al = argmax P (Ai |Fl )
i∈{1,2..15}

if Ar and Al are available and valid then
A f s = Final Activity Selection(Al , Ar )
end if
else
A f s = Static or Safe activity
end if
end if
end while
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Step 4 Final Activity Selection:
Data: Al ,Ar ; Detected activity from right and left sensors
Result: Finally activity selected; A f s
Initialization;
Left hand buffer table = LHBi,i−1,..i−h ;
Right hand buffer table = RHBi,i−1,..i−h ;
Finally activity selected = Fas ;
Current selection = i;
Size of buffer table = h;
while decision is available from both sensors do
if i < h then
LHB·Add[Al (i)];
RHB·Add[Ar (i)];
else
if Al (i) is equal to Ar (i) then
Fas = Al (i);
else
for k = h; k >= 0; k−− do
if Al (i) is equal to Al (i − k) and Ar (i) is not equal to Ar (i − k) then
Fas = Al (i);
break;
else if Al (i) is not equal to Al (i − k) and Ar (i) is equal to Ar (i − k) then
Fas = Ar (i);
break;
else
Fas = Activity from Dominant hand;
break;
end if
end for
end if
end if
end while
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Also, among the three strategies evaluated, some may show better results that others. Usually evaluations
on same users show better result compared to any cross user technique. This is intuitive, since there are
subtle variations among people even when they do the same activity that are sometimes hard to detect when
training and testing are done on different subjects. However, as we show, our algorithms still achieve high
performance both within and across users for a number of activities, hence demonstrating the effectiveness
of our system. However, with more training and testing across more subjects, we clearly expect improved
outcomes. Also, due to space limitations, we do not present evaluations of the STA/LTA module to detect
the active or dormant state of a subject, since the algorithm performed with 100% accuracy every time in
our experiments.

4.3.3.2

Results and Interpretations
At the outset, we point out that Watch-Dog obtained 98%, 94%, and 70% overall accuracy for

same user cross-validation, cross user cross-validation and cross user leave-one-out cross-validation testing
methods respectively. The Standard Deviation is also shown in the figures where appropriate.
In Figures 4.6 and 4.7, we show the performance of our system for same user 10-fold cross validation method. In Figure 4.6 (Top), we present our activity classification results in the form of accuracy. The
X-axis refers to the activity classified (identified in Table 4.2), and the Y-axis refers to the performance in
accuracy percentage. In Figure 4.6, for each activity three accuracy metrics is shown in the corresponding
legends. The top, middle and last figures show the accuracy from same user 10-fold, cross user 10-fold
and cross user leave-one-out cross-validation evaluation strategy. The corresponding Confusion Matrix for
same user 10-fold cross validation method is presented in Figure 4.7. Similarly in Figures 4.6 (middle) and
4.7 (middle), we show the performance (in terms of Accuracy) and the Confusion Matrix for the Cross user
10-fold cross-validation method.
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As we can see, the performance of our algorithms in terms of accuracy across all activities is very
high. This demonstrates the validity of the Random Forest approach for classifying self-harming activities.
Furthermore, we can see that the accuracy is still very high when the activity is attempted to be classified
independently from the right or left wrist. As such, the improvement in these two evaluation strategies is
minor with the Continuity Index approach that integrates decisions from both wrists. This is further validity
of our Random Forest approach for activity classification for our problem scope of detecting self-harming
activities.

Figure 4.6: Accuracy matrix evaluated on aggregated data from both hands. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.

In Figure 4.6 (Bottom), we demonstrate the performance of our system for cross-user leave one
out strategy, which is the stricter benchmark, since not only the testing data sets are completely unseen
to training data sets unlike the above evaluation strategies but also testing subject was not allowed to give
samples for training data. We can see in this case, that independent decisions from either wrist are not so
accurate like in the previous evaluation strategies, and the need for our Continuity Index approach is more
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Figure 4.7: Confusion matrix for evaluation by same user 10-fold (left), cross user 10-fold
(middle) and cross user leave-one-out cross-validation method (right). Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
prominent here. For some activities like Cutting and Drinking, the improvement is as much as 50%, which
is quite significant.
The overall performance in terms of accuracy is about 70% for this evaluation method, which is
lower than ideal. While adding more data from more subjects will help improve the system, from the confusion matrix in Figure 4.7 (Right), we can see that some our system confuses some self-harming activities
with others - for instance cutting with drinking, injecting with right hand with injecting with left hand. It also
confuses some non self-harming activities with other non self-harming activities - like for example standing
with sitting. This is because, when evaluated across users, the subtle differences in performing self-harming
activities confuse the system more than expected. But when we see other activities like running, walking,
lying down they have more similar pattern from one subject to another. That is the reason for the overall
relatively lower performance in this stricter evaluation strategy.

4.3.3.3

A Note on Binary Classification
We agree that for a system like ours, and in the relatively sensitive (psychiatric) settings where

they are intended for, false negatives and false positives are important parameters. High false positives
in detecting self-harming activities will burden staff, and false negatives are more dangerous for patients.
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To address this fact, we present results of our framework, where the problem is not fine-grained activity
classification, but rather a binary one of detecting if an activity performed in self-harming or not. This
problem, which we discussed with domain experts is very important in psychiatric facilities, since accurately
detecting that a self-harming activity is being attempted by an inpatient may itself enough to trigger an urgent
response from the healthcare staff to save the patient in most cases, and the need for actually determining the
fine-grained activity (while also important) may be secondary. We present results for the binary classification
problem in Figure 4.8, where the accuracy of detection is excellent - in fact it is 95% even for the leave-oneout stricter evaluation strategy, which is very encouraging.

Figure 4.8: Accuracy for binary classification of self-harming vs non self-harming activities. Copyright ©
(2017) IEEE.
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Table 4.2: List of activities detected and abbreviations. Copyright © (2017) IEEE.
Normal Activities
Drink with Left Hand (DLH)
Drink with Right Hand (DRH)
Lying Down (LYNG)

Self-harming Activities
Cutting Left Hand (CLH)
Cutting Right Hand (CRH)
Cutting Throat with Left Hand
(CTLH)
Cutting Throat with Right Hand
(CTRH)
Injection in Left Arm (ILA)
Injection in Right Arm (IRA)
Hanging (HNG)
Smothering (SMTH)

Running (RUN)
Sitting (SIT)
Standing (STND)
Walking (WLK)

4.3.3.4

Discussions on Energy Efficiency and Latency
Energy evaluation is very crucial for Watch-Dog system due to its nature of running continuously

24×7. We conducted our evaluation on a system with Intel Core i7-5600 processor having clock frequency of
2.60 GHz. We ran STA-LTA and RF independently for half an hour each to test CPU stress by keeping other
settings intact. For executing the STA-LTA module, the CPU usage was always under 2% with average below
1% whereas the peak for executing Random Forest with the Continuity Index algorithm during activity
classification was under 10% with average below 5%. The average delay incurred while executing our
algorithms from start to finish for one window of data was around 500ms-1.5 seconds, which demonstrates
the speed of our proposed system. Note that on an average, the STA/ LTA module takes about 300ms to
make a decision, while the RF algorithm take about a second to predict the class on an input window. These
numbers are quite reasonable, hence enabling the practicality of our contributions. While the execution of
our algorithms in this study was done offline, we are currently designing a framework to enable the system
operate in real-time. Also, implementing all algorithms in the form of an executable smartphone app, and
evaluating its overhead is part of on-going work.
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CHAPTER 5 : AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION COMPARING AGE-SPECIFIC AND
MIXED-AGE MODELS FOR ACTIVITY RECOGNITION

5.1

Introduction
The importance of physical activity to physical and mental health has been identified as significant.

Appropriately planned physical exercises are widely recognized in the healthcare community as crucial to
successful management of debilitating conditions like cardio-vascular diseases, stroke, arthritis, dementia,
depression and so many more. Furthermore, irrespective of age or health conditions, adults and even teens
are strongly encouraged to maintain a certain degree of physical activity on a regular basis for overall health.
To cater to this need, there has been an abundance of R&D efforts in the academia and the industry tailored
towards engineering and computing solutions for physical activity recognition. Technologies incorporating one or more of video cameras, infrastructure sensors and wearable devices at multiple body positions,
along with sensor processing and machine learning algorithms are significantly advancing human activity
recognition today.

5.1.1

Gap Addressed by This Study
While these efforts are certainly encouraging for healthcare, we notice that despite years of efforts,

there is a discernible lack of age and gender specific models for activity recognition. This is disconcerting,
because experts agree that any recommendations in physical activity (for instance to manage cardio-vascular
diseases) must be sensitive to both the patient’s physical capacity and disease progression [89], [90], [91],
[92]. In fact, exercise perception is a well studied topic in the healthcare space, where the standard metric
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is The Borg Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE), which is a scale to measure physical activity intensity
level [93]. Perceived exertion essentially how hard a person feels their body is working. It is based on
the physical sensations a person experiences during physical activity, which include heart rate increase,
respiration/ breathing/ sweating rate increase and muscle fatigue. Although this is a subjective measure, it
has been widely accepted as a reliable metric to assess a person’s overall exertion rate [94], [95], [96], [97].
Considering the important of exercise perception to overall heart care, there have been a number of
studies assessing the impact of age and gender on exercise perception. In [98], using a evenly distributed
sample of 50 adult males and 50 adult females that performed a treadmill stress test, the authors found that
men and women do perceive exertion differently. This information is especially important for those working
with a cardiac population, because patients may take medications etc. that may not reflect true perceptions
of their exercise intensity. The study also recommends consideration of gender disparities in setting RPE
thresholds for physical activity recommendations in enhancing cardiac care.
Unfortunately though, existing models in wearable assisted activity recognition do not account for
the aforementioned “diversity in perception” of human activities across both age and gender. In other words,
a model trained for to classify a walking activity using data collected young women may not classify the
activity that is perceived as walking by a older woman. Similarly, what is brisk walking for a young male
may not constitute brisk walking for an elder female. Similar diversities in perception of activities like
running and standing could result in inaccurate classifications as well. To the best of our knowledge, empirical evidence into the practical need for incorporating age/ gender differences in wearable assisted activity
recognition is largely lacking today.
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5.1.2

Contributions of this Paper
In this section, we make contributions towards highlighting a need for age-specific models for wear-

able assisted activity recognition for women, who are a traditionally under-served population in cardiac care
[99], [100], [101]. Specifically, our contributions are a) we conduct an experiment with Shimmer sensing
device which is very comfortable to wear on wrist and also equipped with powerful sensor suites. It streams
the data wirelessly from device to any external server in almost realtime. It provides lot of flexibility in
sensor modality as well as wide range of sampling rate (50Hz−1000Hz) b) We highlighted the difference
between elder vs. younger data using three different methods. First, we applied the Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) dimensionality reduction algorithm to features extracted from raw sensor data and showed
that for younger age data only first few PCA components are containing most of the variance whereas for
elder and mixed-age data variance is distributed into many components. Second, we visualized the activity
clusters using top 2 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) components. It is quite visible that young people
activity clusters are compact and well separated while elder and mixed-age cluster and overlapped and less
discriminative. Third, we classified the activities from all three type of datasets using 5 different classifiers
and consistently found that accuracy from younger group is outperforming the elder and mixed-age group.
c) We also recommended that personalized modeling for elder people are better solution than unified model
for elder-age group.
While we agree that more experiments involving more subjects, health conditions, physical activities
and disparities (e.g., more age groups, race, socio-economic status etc.) are needed, we believe that our study
in this study does have tangible impacts to cardiac care. Since physical activities considered in this paper,
namely sitting, standing, walking, briskwalking and running are vital to monitor for in-home programs to
manage heart care for elder women, empirically demonstrating a need for age-specific activity recognition
models to recognize these activities is clearly significant.
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Table 5.1: Activity set
Brisk Walking
Running
Sitting
Standing
Walking
5.2

Data Segmentation and Analysis
We collected a dataset for five ADL (Activity of Daily Living) activities listed in Table 5.1. These

activities are selected because they are the most common among ADLs and can also be performed easily
by younger as well as elder people. Ten younger (age range: 21-26) and ten elder female participants (age
range: 65-75) took part in our experiments. However, not all activities were performed by each participant.
All younger and 6 out of 10 elder participants performed all of five activities whereas remaining 4 elder
participants didn’t participate in running. Each activity was performed for 4 minutes by every individual
if participated at all. Approximately, 20 minutes of data were collected from each participant. A wearable
device Shimmer [102] equipped with tri-axial accelerometer and tri-axial gyroscope sensor was tied to each
person’s wrist while performing the experiment. Data was sampled from accelerometer and gyroscope with
the sampling frequency of 50 Hz. Both sensor data were directly streamed and stored to server for feature
extraction and classification modeling.

5.2.1

Data Pre-processing
The first step after data collection is the pre-processing of raw accelerometer and gyroscope data

from the Shimmer device. Depending on the orientation of Shimmer device, gravity can influence the
readings on one or more of the components of accelerometer sensor. To avoid this issue, Shimmer API
provides methods to sample linear acceleration directly and hence eliminating the influence of gravity. Once
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the linear acceleration data is extracted, we further pre-process both the accelerometer and gyroscope data
by applying a median filter to smooth the data and remove any unexpected spike. We experimented through
all odd numbers of samples from length 3 to 31 and finally set the length to 21 to get good smoothing on
both signal data. Further we feed the data to a low pass filter using a 15Hz cut-off 4th order Butterworth
filter to limit the bandwidth of the signal to the frequencies common in human motion, hence removing high
frequency noise.
Once noise is removed and signal is smoothened, the next step is to determine an appropriate sliding
window size for the signals to attempt the classification. A window, W, size of 150 samples (approximately
3 seconds) with 50% overlap was used to create a new database that was used as the training/testing data
for activity classification. In prior related work in [81] it is found that 2-5 seconds window works best for
human activity recognition using accelerometer data. Hence, we conducted our experiment with window
length from 2 to 5 seconds having 0.5 second intervals and found that window length of 3 seconds is working
best for our problem. Subsequently, the segmented window is forwarded to next steps for feature extraction
and selection.

5.2.2

Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is an essential part of any feature-based classification model. A good feature

summarizes the raw data well by capturing the important information while rejecting the unimportant ones.
It helps to reduce the feature size of the input data which in turn makes the processing and classification
require less CPU power. We extracted 11 features (Table 5.2) for each window along every component of
tri-axial accelerometer and tri-axial gyroscope sensor. These features were selected based on the nature
of the input data, amount of processing power require to compute them and also past studies involved with
similar classifying activities. For example, variance, entropy and mean crossing rate features have very good
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discriminating power to classify activities like running, walking, standing etc. While running, accelerometer
and gyroscope signals have more energy in compare to walking and standing/sitting. Similarly, when performing briskwalking and walking, both signals have higher energy level compare to standing and sitting.
Variance, entropy and mean crossing rate are features which are highly correlated with the energy of signal.
Maximum frequency, skewness, percentile, min and max feature values captures general characteristics of
signal which is also important for classification. Therefore, total 66 features were calculated across all the
axes.
Table 5.2: Feature set
Norm =

N q
X
(a xi )2 + (ayi )2 + (azi )2
i=1

N
1 X
Variance =
(ai − µ)2
N i=1

Max = argmax(ai )
i∈{1,2..N}

Min = argmin (ai )
i∈{1,2..N}

Entropy = −

N
X

pi (log pi )

i=1

Max reduced Mean = (argmax ai ) − ā
i∈{1,2..N}

Mean crossing rates =

No. o f points crossing mean

S pectral energy =

f s/2
X

|a[ f ]|2

f =0

Maximum Frequency = argmax FFT (a x , ay , az )
i∈{1,2..N}

PN
Mean absolute Deviation =

i=1 |ai

− µ|

N
IQR = 3rd Quartilemedian − 1st Quartilemedian
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Figure 5.1: Principal component analysis
5.2.3

Dimensionality Reduction with PCA and LDA
Dimensionality reduction (DR) algorithms were applied to further reduce the dimension of extracted

feature data. Many DR techniques have been studied and applied extensively in research as well as commercial community. Principal component analysis (PCA) [103] and Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [104]
are two very popular DR algorithms. Both PCA and LDA are linear transformation techniques. LDA is supervised whereas PCA is unsupervised. PCA transforms the N feature space into the direction of maximal
variance without considering the class. Newly transformed feature also have equal number of N components
with decreasing variance from first to last. First PCA component has the maximum variance whereas Nth
has the minimum. We can remove those components having negligible variance to reduce the dimension
with still having maximum of information. PCA is very fast to compute but it considers outliers also as a
good data while computing the components.
The objective of LDA is to perform dimensionality reduction while preserving as much of the class
discriminatory information as possible. For that it considers class label in account while transformation.
Assume we have a set of D-dimensional data with N samples and, C, number of classes. LDA selects a plane
of C-1 dimension such that it maximizes the separability of projection of each sample on this plane. In order
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Figure 5.2: Linear discriminant analysis
to find a good projection vector, we need to define a measure of separation between the projections. Fisher
proposed a solution to maximize a function that represents the difference between the means, normalized by
a measure of the within-class scatter. Therefore, we will be looking for a projection where sample from the
same class are projected very close to each other and, at the same time, the projected means are as farther
apart as possible. Finally, LDA transforms D- dimension data having C classes to C-1 dimension where D 
C. Each of C-1 dimension/ feature is called discrimination function. First discrimination function (LDA1)
has the maximum discriminatory variance and the second discrimination function (LDA2) has the second
best discriminatory variance. Similarly the (C-1)th discrimination function would have least discriminatory
information.

5.3
5.3.1

Data Analysis of Elder vs Younger Activity Recognition
Overview of Evaluation Methods
In this study, we show that elder people perform ADL activities significantly different than younger.

By living through the course of life, elder people sustain many injuries and physical complications. It
restricts their body to act the same way they used to do in their younger life. Not only elder people perform
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their ADL different than younger people but also there is lot of variance within their group too. Therefore, we
believe that one model for activity recognition across all age group will not be an efficient and very accurate
solution. In fact there is a pressing need for elder people to have personalized model for each person.
Because in elder life, each person have significantly different level of fitness and health issue which changes
their ADLs compare to other elders. This issue prevails in younger people too but not as significantly as
elders. In current work we are taking three different approach to show that how elder people data differ from
younger. Also, we had shown that how elder people data differ among themselves.

5.3.2

Difference in Variance in Each Category
Variance in data reflects about how much dataset is spread from the mean. Having some variance

in dataset is good because it covers the diversity but too much of variance becomes noise and makes very
difficult to build a good classifier. For example, collecting more data is always good for building a classifier
because it adds variance in dataset so that a general pattern can be easily found. But if the data is very
different then it doesn’t help. In that case it would be harder to find a general pattern for particular class. For
all the features listed in Table 5.2 we applied PCA to transform the feature set into PCA components. PCA
components have the variance in descending order. If the data is noisy or they have many orthogonal features
then PCA components have more distributed variance across them. As it can be seen in Table 5.3, first PCA
component contains 76.2%, 90% and 72.4% variance for elder, younger, and mixed data respectively. Since
we have used same features and same amount of data for all three type of dataset, the variance was supposed
to be similar across each dataset. But in younger people dataset, next four orthogonal components have only
7% of variance while elder and mixed data have 20% and 22% respectively.
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Table 5.3: Variance of top 5 PCA components from elder, younger, and mixed data

5.3.3

PCA
Components

Senior data
(Variance)

Junior data
(Variance)

Mixed data
(Variance)

1st Component
2nd Component
3rd Component
4th Component
5th Component

0.762
0.086
0.056
0.039
0.020

0.900
0.035
0.021
0.014
0.008

0.724
0.114
0.044
0.037
0.022

Total Variance

0.963

0.978

0.941

Activity Cluster
We used LDA to create a compact cluster for each activity while keeping center of each cluster as

distant as possible. LDA transformed 66 regular features to 4 LDA features based on their discriminatory
information. We used only first 2 features LDA1 and LDA2 to draw the clusters for each acitivity for
younger, elder, and mixed activity dataset. Clusters are plotted in Figure 5.3. As we can see in picture, for
younger dataset each activity cluster is well separated except brisk-walking and walking. Even these two
activities have only 10% of samples overlapping. That also because there is very minimal difference in these
two activities which are hard to distinguish by using just 2 features. On the other side, elder dataset has each
activity cluster larger compare to same in younger dataset. Samples from each cluster are spread far away
from the center. Apart from that each activity cluster has some overlapping too. Especially brisk-walking
with walking and sitting with standing has more than 70% samples overlapped. Running cluster is also not
as well separated in elder dataset as it is in younger. This much overlapping happens because some elder
person’s running is as fast as someone’s brisk-walking and other’s regular walking. Remember, we are using
just 2 LDA features to draw clusters. Definitely, more features will make the clusters more separable but the
notion we want to exhibit here is within the same feature space activity dataset from younger people is more
separable than elder.
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Figure 5.3: Activity cluster for elder-age (on top), younger-age (on middle) and mixed-age
(on bottom) dataset.
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5.3.4

Cross-validation Classification Accuracy
Finally, to dive-in further to understand the complexity of elder vs younger data we used various

classification techniques to classify the activities within younger and elder group. Unlike clustering, we are
using 4 LDA features to classify the activities. Not to mention these 4 features are evolved from applying
LDA on 66 initial features on raw data. To see the pattern we applied 5 very popular machine learning
algorithm and observe the results. Results for each algorithm for younger, elder and mixed data are shown
in Figure 5.4. We used support vector machine (SVM) with linear [105] and radial basis function (RBF)
kernel [106], decision tree [107], k - nearest neighbors [108] and random forest [109] classifiers. We applied
many classifiers because each classifier has its own assumption about dataset and way of modeling. Linear
SVM has a linear separation boundary for binary classification. It works well for the dataset which is
linearly separable. SVM with RBF kernel has non-linear decision boundary. It is more general version of
linear SVM. It works well for linear as well as non-linear separable classes. Decision tree has axis parallel
decision boundary. Therefore, its decision boundary is either vertical or parallel to X, Y axis. It doesn’t
assume any distribution of dataset unlike SVM. It is easy to implement and explain; works well when there
is no known distribution in dataset. Similar to decision tree, k-nearest neighbors also doesn’t have any
assumption about data distribution. Generally works well in all scenario. Classification boundary depends
on the class of close neighboring samples. Euclidean and Manhattan distance [110] are some of popular
metrics to measure distance in K-nearest neigbors algorithm. Random forest is an ensemble classification
technique. Instead of using just one classifier it trains multiple decision tree on segmented dataset. Final
decision is made based on voting from each decision tree. Random forest is a versatile algorithm and it
works well in almost every scenario. Here we see that each machine learning algorithm works in different
way. Therefore it is important to show that how each classifier performs to elder vs younger dataset with
same features. As we can see in Figure 5.4, every classifier is performing better for younger activity dataset.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between accuracy of activities classification for elder, younger and
mixed data using different classifiers.
Difference in accuracy is bigger for walking and brisk-walking. For standing and sitting the difference is
modest. Running has almost same accuracy for both group dataset.
Please see the classification accuracy of elder, younger and mixed data using various classifier in
Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.5: Personalized classification accuracy using Random Forests on elder data.
5.3.5

Personalized Classification Model for Elder People
As we see in above 3 sections, elder group dataset has more noise compare to younger lot. Noise will

be additive if we add more elder user data in dataset. Therefore, to provide a solution to avoid the noise and
increase the activity recognition accuracy in elder people, we propose a personalized classification model
for each elderly individual. This model will train on the data from only one individual. The advantage of
personalized model is, it doesn’t require loads of training data. Reduced training data will take lesser time
to train the model. Also accuracy will be far superior because model needs to find the pattern for just one
individual instead of thousands persons. One downside of this approach would be to ask individual user to
perform each activity for sometime to prepare training dataset. But it can be overcome with well defined
user interface and prepare a easy explained user manual. As we see in Figure 5.5, the classification results
of each activity is improved vastly compare to group results.
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CHAPTER 6 : CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation, we have discussed about three different context of human activity recognition
using wearable sensors. In Chapter 3, we have designed, HuMAn, a hybrid system based on multi-modal
sensor and body multi-positional wearable context to classify complex fine-grained activity recognition. We
believe that this study is the first to design a system that attempts to classify 21 fine-grained ADL complex
activities with high accuracy. We leverage three different sensing contexts for multi-modal sensing: body
locomotion (accelerometer, gyroscope), ambient environment (barometer), and location context (Bluetooth
beacon) for classification. We also exploit multiple body position device contexts to further refine the activity
classification performance. We proposed a novel algorithm to select the final activity from multiple devices.
Currently, we are working on enhancing HuMAn to classify more activities, and also enabling the entire
system execute as a smartphone app with superior energy efficiency. In Chapter 4, we have presented WatchDog, a system to detect self-harming activities with applications in psychiatric hospital facilities. Watch-Dog
comprises of wrist worn accelerometers, algorithms to detect active or dormant state of a subject, and fine
grained classification algorithms to detect self-harming activities. We demonstrated the performance of our
system from several metrics and also with multiple evaluation strategies. To the best of our knowledge,
ours is the first work that addresses a problem related to activity recognition with core applications to aid
inpatients in psychiatric hospitals. Considering this, we also highlighted the important practical perspectives
of our Watch-Dog system. We also implemented two-level classification algorithm to save energy and
improve the accuracy. In Chapter 5, we evaluated that age-specific activity classification model performs
much better than mixed-age model. We also highlighted the difference in elder vs younger data by using
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various techniques. Additionally, we showed that personalized modeling for activity recognition improves
model accuracy for the case of elders.
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